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Reform or Reuolurion is the classic statement 
of the position of scientific A d i s m  on the 
questions of ca italist dwelopment, "historical 
necessity," soEi if retorins, the State, democracy 
and the character of the profetarim rwolution. 
It was written in criticism of the ideas presented 
by Eduard Bernstcin and his "revisionists" in 
the Negt Zeit of 1897-1899 and in Bcmstcin's 
book: Die Vormrsseiwn erp d e ~  SozialiJttrw rrd f die Aufgsben d~ Sozia damobrdie. 
Luxemhug's plemic was first published in 
1899, and was rmswed, with a number of modifi- 
catiws made by the author, in 1908, when the 
"opportunists" were &eady dominant in the 
German Party. We are preseatbg here the text 
of the second edition. 
ERRATA 
Pngf 17. l iwrr l t and 16 from h t t o m :  Far "into a sort uf l a h r  SiqphasLm 
r h o  is" rrad "into a wrt of  Iabor of  Sisyphus,' which is." 
Paw 4s. IIutr 2+ mad 29 from b o t h t :  Fur " m u  not hinder mim1 reform 
mnd thc warking of dcmwnrit inrtitutinm" read "must bv AII m-n* rry 
rn rinp ncia l  ~ f n r m ~  a d  the carrllrirrn rrf dvn.n*rr.ntit inrtirurirnr (Pagr 71 1" 
INTRODUCTION 
At hnt vicar the title of thb work m y  be found surprising. On 
the Social-Dtmmq be against reforms? Can we contrapose the social 
mIution,  the transformtion of the existing order, our h d  god, to 
soda1 reforms? Certainty not. The daily struggle for reforms, for the 
srmcliodon of the condition of the w o h r s  within the framework of the 
existing soda1 order, and for danocratic institutions, d e n  to the S d -  
Democracy the only means of engaging in the proletarian dass war and 
woxking in the direction of the find goal-the canquest of political p w e r  
d the suppression of wage-labor. Between i a l  reforms and m l u -  
tion there txrsts for tbc !kid-Dmaracy an indissolubk tie. The -1e 
for reforms is its means; the social revolution, its aim. 
It is in Eduard Bernstein's theory, presented in his artides on "Prob- 
Iuns of Socialism," Neue Zsit of 1897-98, and in his book Die Vows-  
~ekwtlgen dm Soziali~rn1~ and die h f g d b e n  der Soziddemobtdie that 
we h d ,  for the ht time, thc opposition of the two factors of the &r 
movement. His thmq tends to counsel us to renounce the social tram- 
f o d o n ,  the h a 1  goal of the Social-Demacracy and, inversely, to d t  
of d rcfom, the means of the class struggle, its aim. Bernstein him- 
self has vcry clearIy md characteristidy formutated this viewpoint when 
he wrote: "The Final god, no matter what it is, is nothing; the mowmmt 
is rvergthing." 
But since the fiod p a l  of socialism constitutey the only decisive factor 
distinpsbing the S o c i a l - k m a t i c  movement from bourgeois demourecp 
and from bourgeois radicalism, the only factor transforming the mtk 
l h r  movement from a vain effort to repair the capitalist order inh a 
class struggle against this order, for tht suppression of this ordct--tht 
d o n :  "Reform or Revolution?' as it is posed by Bemstein, equals for 
$e Wal-- the uestion: 'To bc or not to be?'* In the mn- 
trovay with Benutrin mn! his followers, everybody in the Paty ought . 
to understand dearly it is not a question of this or that m&d of strug- 
gle, or the use of this or that set of kb, but of the vuy tristcace of 
the kid-Democratic moment. 
Upoa a casual considedon of Bemstein's &tory, this may 
an cxa&era&ian. Docs he not contiaually mention bbc W- 
a n d i t s a h ?  Does h c n o t w p a t a g a i n a a d ~ h v e y o r p l i c i t l a n -  
that he ~ Q O  strives toward the   MI goal of socialism, but m & 
 DOCS he na( st- p.miculPrly that he fully approve of the p- 
p d ~ e  of tbc W--? 
That is dI h e ,  to be sure. It is also true that evcrg new movemmt, 
when it first eI&orat& i 6  theory and policy, be 'ns by findi~g. s u p ~ r t  
in h c  pcding movement, though it map be in %a rnntnd~blon an& 
the lath.  It begins by suiting itself to the forms found at hand and by 
s d i n g  the language spoken h e m .  In time, the new grain b d  $rough the old husk. T h e  nnv movement frndr ib own fom. and its own 
l=guage- 
To mpect an opposition against scientific sociaIism, at its wry hgin- 
ning, to express itself clearly, fu ly  and to the last consequence on the 
subject of ~ t s  red content; to expect it to deny apcnly and bluntly the 
theoretic basis of the Social-Democfq-would amount to underrating 
the power of scientific socialism. Today he who wants to pass as a social- 
ist, and at h e  same would declare war on Marxian doctrine, the most 
stupendous product of the human mind in the century, must begin with 
esteem for Mam, He must begin by acknowledging himself 
??h"zisciple, by seeking in Man's own tcnchings the points of sup- 
port for an attack on the latter, while he r e p m t s  this attadc as a further 
development of Mamian dactrine. On this account, we must, unconcerned 
by its outer forms, pick out the sheathed kernel of Bernstein's tbeory. 
This is a matter of urgent necessig for the broad layers of the industrial 
proletariat in our Party. 
No coarser insult, no baser aspersion, can be thrown against the workers 
than the remark: "Theoretic controversies are only for mdemidpns." 
h e  time ago LassaIIe said : "Only when science and the workers, these 
oppite poles of society, become one, will they uush in their mm of 
steel d obstacles to culture." The entire strength of the modern I a b r  
moment rests on theoretic knowIedge. 
But doubly important is this h w i e d g e  for the workers in the present 
case, because it is pracisely thqr and their influence in the movement that 
are in the bdancc here. It is their skin that is being brought to market. The 
opportunist theory in the Party, the theory formulated by hrnstein, is 
nothing else than an unconscious attempt to assure predominance to the 
petty-bourgeois elements that hare entered our Party, to change the policy 
and a h  of our Party in their direction. The question of refom and 
revolution, of the final goal and the movement, is b i d l y ,  in another 
form, but the question of the pelty-burpis or proletarian character of 
the labor movement. 
It is, therefore, in the interest of the prol&arirmn mass of the Partp to 
h o m e  acquainted, actively and in detaiI, with the present thmretic con- 
troversy with opportunism. As long as theoretic knowledge remains the 
privilep of a handful of "academicians" in the Party, the latter wdi face 
the danger of going astray. Only w h a  the gmt m a s 5  of workers take 
the keen and dependable weapons of scientific socialism in their own 
hands, will dl the - b u r p i s  inclinations, all the o rhrnist cur- 
mts, come m naugk?!khe movemmt will thco hnd itse on s u e  and 
hrm ground. "Quantity will do it." 
PF' 
ROSA LUXEMBURG. 
REFORM OR REVOLUTION 
by ROSA LUXEMBURG 
Pmt One 
THE OPPORTUNIST METHOD 
it is truc that theories are only the images of the phenomma of tba 
exterior worId in the human consciousness, it must be added, con- 
cerning Eduard Bemtein's system, that theories are sometimes iawrled 
I images. Think of a theory of instituting socidism by means of social 
reforms in the face of the compIete stagnation of the reform movunmt in 
Germany. Think of a theory of trade union mntroI over roduclim in B face of the defeat of the metal workers in England. Consi er the theory 
of winning a majority in Parliament, after the revision of the constitu- 
tion of Saxony and in view of the most recent attempts against universal 
suffrage. However, the pivotal: point of Bernsttin's system is not locatad 
in his conception of the practical tasks of the Socid-Democratg. It is 
found in his stand on the course of the objective development of ca ibl- 
ist society, which, in turn, is closely bound to his conception o f  the 
practical tasks of the ~ial-Democracy. 
According to Bernstein, a gmcral decline of capitdim seems to bt 
inmasingIy improbable because, on the one hand, capitalism shows a 
greater capacity of adaptation, and, on the other hand, capitalist p d w -  
tion becomes more and more varied. 
The capacity of capitalism to adapt itself, says Bernstun, is dd 
first in the drsa pearmce of general crises, resulting from the develop- 
ment of the cx e! it system, em loyers' organizations, wider means of -. 
muniaation and informations P services. It shows itsdf secondly, in the 
tenacity of the middle dasscs, which hails from the growing differentia- 
tion of the branches of production and tht elevation of vast layers of the 
proletariat to the level of the middle class. It is furthermore ycYd~ 
argues Bernstein, by the amelioration of the monomic and politics st-- 
tion of the proletariat as a result of its trade union activity. 
From this theoreiic stand is derived tht following genera1 C O ~ U S ~ M I  
about the practical work of the Social-Demacracy. The latter must not 
direct its daily activity toward the conquest of politics! power, but t a w d  
the betterment of the condition of the working class within the 
order. It must not to institute sociafisrn as a mutt of a p~ 3 '
and social crisis, b u t z l d  build raidism by mans of the pmg- 
exlension of social control and the gradual application of the prindple 
of cooperation. 
&motein himself sees nothing new in his theories. On the con*, 
h t  believes hem to be in agreement with certain declarations of Man 
and Engels, Nevertheless, it seems to us that it is  difficult to deny that 
t h q  dre in formal contiadiction with the conceptions of scientific social- 
ism. 
If bmstein's revisionism merely consisted in afirming that the march 
of capitalist dweIopment is slower than was thought before, he would 
rnerefy be resenting an argument for ad jouming f ie  conquest of power P by the pro etatiat, on which wetpbody agreed up to now. Its only con- 
sequence would be a slowing up of the pace of the struggle. 
Eut that i s  not the case. .What hrnstein questions is not the rapidity 
of the development of capitalist mi*, but the rnmh of the development 
itself and, consequently, the wiy possibility of a change to d d i s m .  
Socialist theory up to now declared that the int of departure for a 
transformation to socialism would be a genera P" and catastrophic crisis. 
We must distinguish in this outlook two things: the fundamental idea 
and its exterior form. 
The fundamental idea consists of the affirmation that capitalism, as a 
result of its own inner cmtdictions, moves toward a point when it will 
he unbalanced, whm it will simply b e m e  impossible. There wme g d  
miws for conceiving that juncture in the form of a catastmphic 
*nerd commercial crisis, But that is  of secondary impttance when 
the fundarnentd idea is considered. 
9 % ~  scientific basis of socialism rests, as is well known, on three 
prindpaI rwults of capitalist development. First, on the growing m h y  
of capitalist economy, leading inevitably to its ruin. Second, on the pro. 
eressive socialization of the process of production, which creaks t31c bas of the future social order. And thrd, on the increased orpiza- 
tion and consciwsness of the p r o l e a n  class, which constitutes the 
d d v c  factor in the coming revalution. 
Bernstein puIls away the first of tfie three fundamental supports of 
scientific socialism. H e  says that capitalist de+eIopment docs not lead 
to a general economic collapse. 
Hedoes not merely reject a certain form of tht collap. H e  rejech 
the very possibility of collapse. He sags textuaup: "One could daim 
that by collapse of the present society is meant something eke than a 
~ e r d  commerciaI crisis, worse than ail ohcrs, that is s compI& mi- 
lapse of the capitalist s y s m  brought about as r result of its own con- 
tradictions." And to this he replies: " W J ~  the growing development 
of satiety a complete and almost general coIIapse of il~e present system 
of production b m e s  more md more improbable, because capitaiist 
development increws on the one hand the capacity of adaptation and, on 
the othet,-&at is at the same time, the differentiation of industry," 
("Nmc %it" 1897-'98, V. Is, p. 5 5 5 .) 
But then the question arises: "Why and how, in that case, shall we 
attain the find goal? According to scimtik the historic 
necessity of the h a l i s t  revolution manifests itself above dl in the grow- 
h g  &y of a 'Mh, which drives the s stem iato an impasse. But 
a w d E ~cmntein ~ ~ p t  ~ ~ p i u d  L o P - t  d m  not - 
in the W n  of its own ruin, then socialism ceases b be &jecdvdy 
1 flacessarg. There remain the other two mabbya of tbt s d d &  cx- 
planation of socialism, wbich are also said to be consequencw of capicoJ- 
ism itself: the socialization of the pmess of production and the pwin8  
consciousness of h e  proletatiat. It is these two matters that Bemikin 
has in mind when he says: "The suppression of the theory of mhpw 
does not in any way deprive socialist dmrine of its power of 
For, aramined doxlg, what are aU the factors enumerated by lls= 
for the suppmsion or the mdkat ion  of the former crises? Nothing the, 
in fact, than the conditions, or wen in part the germs, of the mididm 
of prcdwtion and exhnge." (Ibid. page 554.) 
Very IittIe reflection is needed to understand that here too we face 
a false conclusion. Where l i e  the importance of all the p b m m a  tk 
ate said by Bernstein to be the means of capitalist adaptation-ls, 
the credit system, the development of means of commmicatim, the 
amelioration of the situatim of the working dm, etc2 Obviously, in 
that they suppress or, at least, attenuate the internal contradictions of 
capitalist economy, and stop the development or the aggravation of thm 
i contradictions. Thus the sup ression of crises can onIy mean the su pressin! of the antagonism Len pmdvction and d g .  on 2; 
capitalist base. The arneI idon  of the situation of the working b, 
or the enetration of certain fractions of the class into the middle layers, 
can on P y mean the attenuation of the antagonism between GipitaI and 
Labor. But if the mentioned factors suppress the capitalist contradictions 
and consequently save the system from ruin, if they enable capitalism to 
maintain itself--and that is why Bernstein calls them "means of d p t a -  
tion'-how can cartels, the credit system, trade unions, etc. be at the same 
time "the conditions and wen, in part, the germs" of socialism? Obviously 
only in the m e  that they express mast clearly the mhl character of 
production. 
But by prmnting it in its capitalist form, the same factors render 
supduaus, inversely, in the same measure, the t d o d c m  of this 
socialized production into socialist production. That is why they can be 
the g e m  or conditions of a socialist order only in a theoretic sense and 
not in an histoic scnse. They are phenomena which, in the light of 
our conception of sociafism, we know to be reIated to socialism but which, 
in fact, not only do not l a d  to a saciaIist revolution but render it, on 
the contrary, superfluous. 
There twains one force making for mialim--the dass consdousaess 
of the ml&riat. But it, tao, is in the given case not the simpIe inkkc- 
hlal rdpection oI the growing contdbians of capitalism d r t s  approach- 
ing decline. It is now no more than an ideal whose force of p d m  
rests onIy on the perfection attributed to it. 
W e  have here, in brief, the explanation of the sociaElist p m g m  by 
meam of "pure reason." We have here, to use simpler language, m ideal- 
ist +nation of m'alism. The objective d q  of midism, tht 
c x p h a k h  of sodPLism as tf# mult of the m t m d  developmuit of 
societp, falls to the grurpurd. 
Revisionist rbaorg thus p h  itself in a &emma. Either the socialist 
& a n s f d o n  is, as was admitted up to now, he ~~ of the 
i n t a d  contradictions of capitalism, aad with the growth of capitdim 
will dtwlop its inner contradictions, multing inevitably, at some point, 
in ib mLlapse, (in that case the "means of adaptation" arc ineffdve and 
the Lmrg of d a p s e  is cormt 1 ; or the "mmns of adaptation" wiII really 
sbop the colla 6t of the capitalist system and thereby enable capitalism to 
m m h h  itself by supp-ng ib own contrddons, In that social- 
ism c a m  to be an hlstoric nectssity. It then becomes anything you want to 
call it, but is no longer the result of the materiat development of society. 
The diltmma i d s  ta another. Either rmisionism i s  correct in its ps i -  
tiaa on the of capitalist dcvcIopmmt, and therefore the sacralist 
Wounakion of society is only a utopia, or s o c ~  is not a utopia, 
and the hmrg of "mms of adaptation" is false. There is the qmtion 
in a nutshell. 
THE ADAETATION OF CAPITALISM 
A CCORDING to Bernstein, the ucdit system, the perfected means ot communication and the new capitalist combines are the important 
fnctors that f o m d  the adaptation of capitalist economy. 
Credit has diverse a pWons  in capitalism. Its two most important d 
€ d o n s  am to exten production and to faciIitate exchange. When the 
inner tendency of ca italist production to extend boundcssly strikes - 
against the restricted Jmemionr of private propty, credit a p p n  as a 
means of surmounting these limits in a particular capitalist manner. 
Clrdit, through aharcholding, combines in one magnitude of capid a 
large n u m b  of individual capitals. It makcs available to each ca italist 
he use of ather capitalists* moncy-in the form of industrial d t .  As 
commKiaI credit it accelerates the mchangc of commodities and therefore 
the return of capital into production, and thus aids the entire cycle of the 
process of production. The manner in which these two principal f d o n s  
of ucdit influence the formation of criscs is quite obvious. If it is true 
that crises appear as a mult of the contradiction Existing b c t w a  the 
q d t p  of extension, the Ydcncy of production to increase, and the 
restricted consumption capmty of the market, credit is pmiscly, in view 
of what was statad above, the specifiE means that makes this contradie- 
tion break out as often as possible. To begin with, it increases dispropor- 
t i d y  thc capacity of the extension of production and thus constitutes 
an inner motive force that is constantly ing production to ucmd the 
limits of the ma&&, But uedit d t c s  P"" rom two sides. After having (as 
a factor of the proctss of production) provoked overproduction, credit 
(os a factor of cxhmgc) &toys, during the crisis, the vcrg *W 
forcw it i k I f  acatd. At the fiat p p h n  of &e cdsir, axdit a#Lts 
away. It absndons d a n g c  where it would still be fd in-c 
prrd apPCBfing inslead, M e a i v e  and &as, them where mmc 
still continues, it reduce8 to r minimum the corrsumptb @Q of 
&. 
-x
B e d d m  ha* drcst two erhdpal red&, crtdit aloo W the 
formation of m h  in the foltowing ways. It d t u h  th &hid 
mesas of making available to an T reaFur the a 'td of othm cvrrmers It s t i m b  the same time the hl and uwrupu y ous utilization of tbe 
property of others. That is, it ftads to spcahliwr. W i t  not only qgra. 
vatcs tbe crisis in its cspacitp as a dissembled mtans of exchange, it dm 
hclp to bring and extend the crisis by transforming aU exchange into an 
extremely complex and artifidat mechanism hat, having a midimum of 
m a  manq as a real bast, is easily disarraagcd at the sIi- oclclaiw. 
We scc that credit, i n s t 4  of beiag an iwhment for the suppmdon 
or the attendm of crises, is on the m t r q  r ' ly mi tg i n h -  
mmr . . for the foarmtion of crisr. It cannot P- $, 
the d 8  rigidity of ca 'Mist relatiomhi . It i n t d m m  
s m  the grmtwt eIastid ps&. It mdm .I capitalist form 3 P" d b l e ,  dative, and mntu y sensitive to the highest degree. Doing 
this, it facilitates and aggravatw crisa, which are nothing more or h 
than the periodic collisions of the contradictory forces of c+bt 
eronomy. 
ThatImdswtoPaotbttqud0n. W h y d o c s ~ m l i t ~ ~ h w c t h e  
a ~c of a on" of capitalism? No matter what 
'Irn- Of *c* dation or form h which is a&@on" is rep-ted by cemin 
people, it a u  o b r i d y  consist d p  of the power to suppicss om of the 
d -tic relations of caprust economy, that is, of the to 
suppress or wwkcn one of lbm c o n ~ o n s ,  and d o w  Iiw of move- 
meat, at one pint or mother, to the otherwise fettered productive forces. 
In fxt, it is precisely c r d t  thrrt aggravates th,= coatdietions b the 
highest de tee. It aggravate3 the antagonism b v e n  the mode of prodlac- f tion and c mode of exchange by s t r e g  production to thc Iimit and 
at the same time pardying exchange at the smallest retext. It s 
m e e n  the m d t  of production an i' the mode o 7 appro 
pmtioa " ""r y s e a  pductim from ownership, that is, by transforming 
the capital cmploycfm pmduction into * * s o h l o  capital and at the rime 
t h e  transfomiqg a part of the profit, in thc form of interest on capital, 
into a simple title of d i p .  h vatcs the aats~nism d t h g  b- 
twem the p r o m  Ations (mm and Lhe reluionr of pmdurtion 
by e g g  into a mall number of 4 immcnv p & ~  force 
"propnahg a h g e  of d capitdisk. my, it aggravates the 
antapism cxihg bttwcra the sdd  character of production and nvate 
upitalira ownership by mdering n- the internentian of thc & in 
production. 
In short, d i t  tepduccs a l I  the fuadamend ' of the 
apitdh -Id. It them. It prcipitfd?- 
and &us pusha the capitalist world forward to its own destruction. The 
prime act of cap- adaptation, as far as credit is concerned, should 
d y  consist in breaking and suppressing credit In fact, credit is far 
a means of capihdist adaptation. It is, on the contrary, a 
mmna "" % of ruction of the most extrune revo~utionay signihcancc. Has 
not this rcvoIutionary character of credit actually ins ired plans of "sacial- 
ist" reform? As such, it has had some distinguishe ! proponents, some of 
whom (Isaac Pereira in France), were, as lMant put it, half prophels, half 
rogues. Just as f&e is thc second "means of adaptation": employers' orgad 
xations. According to Bermkin, such orgaruxatians will t an end to 
h j  of production and do away with crises :hmugh &r regulation 
of duaion.  The multiple B T- ssions o€ the development of carttls an ir have not: been consi ered too carefully up to now. But they 
represent a problan that can only be solved with the aid of Marxist theory. 
One ding is catain. We could s p k  of a damming up of capitaIist 
W y  though the ageacy of capitalist combiaes only in the measure 
that cartels, trusts, ttc. became, even ap nrximately, the dominant form of P roductiom. But such a possibility is exc uded by the very nature of cartels. he h d  economic rim md result of mmbinn is the followin . Through 
the s u p ~ d o n  of cornpition in a given branch of p f uaion, the 
di&ibutron of the mass of profit realized on the market u i n f l u e  in 
sucb a manner that there is an increase of the share going to this branch 
of industry. Such organization of the field can increase the rate of profit 
in me branch of industry at the expense of another. That is precisely why 
it cannot be g e n d d ,  for when ir is extended to dl important branches 
of industry, this tcndmcy suppresses its own influence. 
Furthermore, within the h i t s  of their practical appIication the rtsuIt 
of d i n e s  is the very opposite OF the suppression of industrial anarchy. 
k k l s  ordimwily succeed in obtaining an increase of prof t, in the home 
d c t ,  by pducing at a lower rate of profit for the foreign market, thus - 
d h i n g  the sup lemtatary portions of ca ita1 which they cannot utilize B for dwcstic n&, That ir to say, they se abroad cheaper than at home. 
The result is the sharpening of competition abroad-the very o p i t e  of 
of tht world sugar industry. 
5, what certain p p 1 t  want to find. That is well demonstrated by e history 
G m c r s l l ~ &  combines, trated as a manifestation of the capitalist 
mode of p uction, can d y  be considered a definite phase of capitalist 
ent. Cartels are fundamentdly nobing eke than a means resorted 
of holding b a d  
and the illness resemble 
bacome &d through the competition of tbe capitalist countries--and 
sooner or later that is bound to com-,kcn &c foxced pazlid idhaa  d 
capital will reach such dimensions that the d y  will become 
formed into a malady, and capital, ahead? pretty much "sixidid? 
through regulation, will tend to revert again to h c  form of individd 
ca itd. In the face of the increased di&cultiw of finding marbas, d 
in $ ividual portion of capital will prefer to take its c b c a  done. At thnt 
time, the large remlatin~ organizations will burst tike map M b h  and 
give way to iggraiated Cornpitition.* 
In a general way, carteIs, just like credit, a peu therefom as a 
phase of capitakt doclopent, which in g c  last analysis am= 
anarchy of the capitalist world and expresses and ripens its in& am- 
tradictions. CartcIs aggravate the antagonism existins behem tht mode 
of production and exchange by sharpening the struggle between thc 
d m r  and the consumer, as is the case apccidk in the United Sass. 
aggravate, futthcrmorc, the anbgonism existing lxlmea the mode of p 
duction and the mode of appropriation by opposing in tfrc most bmtd 
fashion, to the working class the suptrior fom of orpized and 
thus increasing the antagonism &ten Capid and Labor. 
Fmally, capitalist combinations aggravate the contradiction existin be- 
tween the international character of capitalist world eronomy the 
national character of the State-insof= as they are always p c c o m p k d  
by a g m d  tariff war, which sharpens the differmces among the 
Stat=. W e  must add to this the decidedly revolutionary iduence exec- 
c i d  by cartels on the concentration of production. technical r o e ,  ebc. B In other words, when evaluated from the angIe of their d &eel on 
capitalist economy, cartels and trusts fail as "means of adapbtion." They 
fat1 to attenuate the contdktiom of capitatism. On the contra 
appear to be m instrument of greater anarchy. They m g c  fur. 
ther development of the internal: contradictions of qihh.  Tbeg =el- 
grate the &ng of a general dedine of capitalism. - 
But if the credit system, cartels, and the rest do not suppress the aaaKhy 
of capitalism, why have we not bad a major commercial crisis for two 
*In a note ta the third volume of Capiul, E n d l  mu in t894: 
"Since the a h v e  was writtar (1865) competition on the world-market haa brrn 
mnsiderably intursi6d by the rapid dorelopmcnt of industy in all civilized c~lm- 
trits, 6pKialIy in Ameria and G c m n y ,  The fact that the ra idly and 
w i n g  pdurnvc  fo- p w  W d  he mntml of the Ews of the m p e  
made of exchanging commodities, h i d e  of which they art sup td to i? fna impresses imIf nowadays more and more evtn on tbc min of the d*. 
l h i s  is sham especially by m symptom. First, by $c ?ew md g e n d  mrak for 
i protective mri& which dig= from the old p m t m m  esp~ ia l Iy  bg tk fwA 
that now the articles which art capable of being exported nre tht kt In 
the wmnd place it is show by the trusts of manufacturers of whole r s  of pD 
duction for the regulation of and !bus of prim md pdtr.  It f l  
without snying that these e~perimmts are prad~mble only $0 bag ps the 
weather is relatively favorbit. The 6rst storm must up+ &an d thrc, 
although produrnion assurdly nmh regulation, it i s  cerhinb not % vu 
which is fttted for that task.  emw while &t trwb have no &ti Tswrn but to * 
to it et the little fish are mHhed by the big fwh stdl   OR rap~dly t h  M. 
(CaPrrrrl, note 16, volume 111, pge 142, Km cd.) 
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d e d q  since 1873? 1s this not a sign hst, contmry to M a d s  analpsi$, 
the cppwst mode of productim has adaptcd itself-at last, in a genemi 
tbe aacds of society? Hardly had & m s t c i n  rejected, in 1898, 
W s  theory of crises, when a profound general crisis bmkc out in 1900, 
while seven years I&r, a new crisis, beginning in the Unit& States, hit 
the world market. Facts proved thc theory of 'hadpion" to tK falsealsr 
T l q  ShOIRBd at fht  smt the that tht p p l e  who h d o n e d  Marx's 
theory of crisis only because no crisis occurred within a certain space of 
time mcrcfy confused the essence of this t h e q  with one of its sxond 
dOr r- e ten year cycle. ~ h c  dauiption of ~c q c ~ c  ofmy em capi 1st industry as a tm ycar period was to Mam and Bogis, in 
18m and 1870, only a simple statement of facts. It was not based on a 
natural law but on a series of given historic circumstances that were mn- 
nccted with the rapidly spmdhg activity of young capitdim. 
% &sir of 1825, w s  in dm, the rrsult of the cxkmipe investment 
of ePpitpl in the roastruedon of roads, d, gas w o h ,  whicb tOOk place 
during the c g  deude, partiduly in England, where the crisis 
brdceout. f o ~ m ~ c r i s i s o f 1 8 3 6 - 1 8 3 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ t b e r e w r t t o f  
k v y  inwstmcnts in the construction of means of tramportation. The 
crisis of 1847 was produd by the ftvtrish building of rPilroads in 
&I h d  (from 1844 to 1547, in three gcaft, tbe British Parhcnt  
f w q  mnrrui- 0 the d u e  ot i r  billim do~ars). In 4 o&LG 
ths=rntntida!m, aoisiscameafterncwbum form idistdcvdop. 
-t WCLC atrbfishd. h 1817, the - d t  r~ bm&t by (be ab~upl 
aping of new markets for European industry in America and A-Lra, 
after the discowry of the gold mines, and the extensive construction of 
railway lines, q d d y  in France, where the example of England was thm 
dwly imitated. (From 1852 to 1856, new railway line to the vdue of 
1,250 million f r a ~ s  were built in France done). And 6naIIy we hsvc the 
gneot crisis of 187- direct of the fkt boom of Iatgc in& 
try in Gemmy and Austria, m m e d  th pditid men& of 1866 
and 1871. 
So that up to now, the sudden extension of the domain of c a ~ ~  
economy, and not ib shrinking was 41 time the c .  of the comma- 
cid crisis. That the international crises repeat& thcmseIva precisely twrg 
yew was a purely rxterior fact, a matter of charice. 'LPK Mandst 
f o d a  for crises as resented by 3agcIs in Anti-Dwbting md by 
Mwx in the fist md t &, ' d voI#mes of Capiral, applies to all erisa onty 
in the m u r e  that it uncovers thdr international m d s m  and thdr 
p~d basic causes. 
Grim may rcpmt t b d v c s  wery h e  ar tm years, fir wen eotxp 
eight or twmty p m .  But what provw b& the f a b e 6 5  of knsteids 
h r p  is that if Is in fht cauntrics haviag the 
f~mous "mema of &ption"-credit, per eded b""'zzzr"h 'om aud 
bsb-that the tast crisis (1907-1908) was most vioIent. 
Thc bttitf that &pitalist production could " a & V  itscfl to d u n s  
rcsup one of hRO things: either the world ma&& can spread ua. LG, on the c m m q  h e  ddopmeat d the pmdvctivr form L 
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so fettered that it cannot p ad the h d s  of be market. The hrst 
hypotheis constituta a mlteri "a" impsibilitg. The second is rendered 
just as i m p ' b I e  by the constant tccbnical progress that daily creaks new 
productive force in all branches. 
There remains still mother phenomenoa which, sp Bemsaein, caatn- 
dicts the course of capitalist ddopmcnt as it is inhcakd abwt. In the 
"steadfast phahx" of middle-size ~~, Btmstda sea r sign that 
the development of large industry docs not inwe in r rcwlutionaq dirse- 
tion, and is not PS e f i d v e  from the angie of thc concentration of induslrg 
which o w h  prriodinlly tbc dhmslw of Q ayemy d n F  of 
apital and moves them v t e d I y  from &c terrain o wotl corn P" tion. The asceadant tendency is, Erst, the periodic dcpraEiatiun o the
txistiag capid, wbich Iowa , for a certain t h q  the d c  of pm- 
ductioa, in proportion to t6c v 2Y ue of the nemsarg minimum mount of 
apitd. It is reprcsa~td, bcsidm, by the penetration of capitalist prod=- 
tion into new sphere. Tbe stm le of the a- size enterprix a p h t  
big CIpital can not be considea a regularly lppmcrrding battle in ah& 
the troops of the wwkcr puty continut to meit away directly and -ti- 
tatively. It s h d d  be rather regarded rrs a periodic mowing down of the 
small enterprises, which rapidly grow up again, onTy to be mowed down 
once more by large industq. The two t d u d e s  play ball with the dddle 
capitatist l a p .  nic  kending tm&q must win in the end. The 
o p p * t e  is true about tht development of &c working class. Tbc viw 
of tbe descending tend- must not necessarily show itself in m abse 
lute numerical diminution of the middIt-size mterph. It show 
itseIf, hrst, in the rn ressive increase of the minimum amount of 
capital n c c a q  for $e  aimi ins of the cntcrpsk in the old b....h.. 
of production; second. in the combat diminution of hd of 
dumg which the smdl capitalists conserve the ~ p p ~ d d t y  9 
new branches of pdutiaa.  The d t ,  as far RS thc d q W  h 
concern4 is a p m p s i v e f y  shorter duration of his shy h the new indw 
try and a p t o g d w l y  more rapid change in the mahodr of p M 0 1 1  
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as a field for invwtmmt. For the average capitalist strata, t h  as a 
w h o 4  there is a process of more and more q d  social assinGIation and 
. . .  
-on. 
Bemstdn knows this pfdy well. He W a m e n t s  on his. But 
what he seems to forget is that this vcrg &in is the law of the mowment 
of tbe avuage apitllut eotqdr. If one Lts that mail capitalists arc 
piomem of teehnid progress, and if it is true that the Iatter is the vital 
plsc of the capitalist economy, then it is manifest that small .Bp;taW arc 
an h g r a f  part of capitalist dewlopm@ and they will disa only 
ath ~pit.list deselopmt. me pr0-i~ d i s a p y ~ ~  Eddie 
size enttrpridn the absoIutk sense mm~dcred by Bemstein-mu not, 
as he th&, the revolutionary course of capitalist development, but pie. 
cisel J the matmy, the d o n ,  &c slowing up of this dwefyent.  'The 
rate d profit, that is to say, the relative increase of capital,' said Marx, 
"is imporLant first of d for n m  inyestors of capitaJ, p iag themselves 
indepmdentIy. And as swm as the f o d o n  of apitd ! alls exclusively 
hito a handful of big capitalists, tfit revivifying firre of production is ex- 
hguished. It dim away.'' 
THE REALJZATION OF SOCIALISM THROUGH 
SOCIAL REFORMS 
BERNSTEIN rejects the "'theor). of collnpsc" as an historic road to- 
ward socialism. Now what is the way to a socialist society that is 
proposed by his "theory of the adaptation of capitalism?" Bemstcin 
answers this question only by allusion. Konrad Schtnidt, however, at- 
tempts to deal with this detail in the manner of 3crnstein. According 
to him, "the trade union struggle for hours and wages and the political 
struggle for reforms will lead to a progressiveIy more extensive control 
over the conditions of pduction," and "as the rights of the capitalist 
proprietor will be diminished through legislation, he will be reduced in 
time to the role of a simple administrator." 'The capitfit wil l  see his 
proper4 lose more and more value to himself" ti11 finally "the direction 
and administration of exploitation will k taken from bim entirely" and 
' T~llective exploitation" xnstituted, 
Thertfort trade unions, swial reform and, adds Bernstein, the pofiti- 
cal d m t i z a t i o n  of the Statc are the means of the progressive realiza- 
tion of socialism. 
But the fact is that tbe principal function of trades unions (and this 
laincd by Bernstein hunsdf in N e w  Z@jt in 1891) consists in 
*h*% providing e woikers with a m a s  of d i t i n g  the capitalist law of 
wages, that is to say, the safe of their Iabor power at current market prim. 
Trade unions enable the roletariat to utilize, at each instant, the conjunc- 
ture of the market. &It t ese conjun- ( I  ) , h e  labor demand deter- 
m i d  by the state of prduction, (21, the I h r  su ply created by the pro- 
lchrinniutim of the middle strata of society and & natural repmduction 
of tbe woiking dw, and (3). tbe momentary degm of productivity of labor 
- thwe m a i n  outside of the here of Muam of the tfade unions. T Trade unions m o t  sup ress the aw of wages. Under the most favorable 
circmstance, the best t&y can do is to impare on capitalkt aploitntim 
the "normal" limits of the mpment. They have not, how-, the powcr to 
sup ress exploitation itself, not wen gradually. 
&midt, it is true, XU th present trade union mowrnent in a "feeble 
initial stage." He hopes that "in the future" the "trade union movement 
will exercise a progressively i d  iduence aver the regulation of pro. 
duction." But by the regulation of production we can onIy understand two 
tlinings: intervention in the technical domain of the ptoctss of duction 
and fixing the scale of production itself. What is the nature o ! the M u -  
eace exercised by trade unions in t h e  two de ents? It is clear that in 
the technique of production, the titer& of p e capitalist agrees, up to a 
certain point, with the progress and development of capitalist economy. It 
is his own intexest that shes him to make technical improvements. But 
the isolahd worker finrhimself in a decidedly difiercnt position. b.ch 
technical transformation contxadists his interests. It aggravaka his helpless 
situation by depreciating the vdue of his labor er and rendering his 
work more intense, more monotonous and more !? i W t .  Insofar as trade 
unions can intervene in the technical department of produdon, they can 
only oppose technical innodon. But here tbey do not act in the interest 
of the entire working c k  and its unancipaboa, which m r d s  ratber 
witb technical progress a d ,  thtrtfore, with the inter& of the isolated 
ca italist. Thty act bere in a d o n a r y  direction. And in fact, we h d  
e 8 orts on the part of w o r k  to intervene in the t d n i c a l  pat of produc- 
tion not in the future, where Schmidt looks for it, but in the past of the 
trade union movemeat. Such &orts characterized the old phase of English 
trade-mionism (up to 18601, when the British organizations wexe stilt 
tied to medievd 'corporative" vestiges and found ins iration in the out- 
by Webb in his Hi~tory  of T d e  Uniufpi~tn. 
P worn principle of "a fair day's wage for a fair day's abor," arr e x p d  
On the other hand, the dort  of the labor unions to hx the scaIe of ro 
duction and h e  price of commodities ir s rrrrt pbenomma &; 
meatly have we witnessed such attanpts - and again in England. In 
their nature and teadencies, these &orb resemble thosc dealt with M e .  
What dws the active participation of trade uniom in fixing the s d e  and 
cost of prdwtion amount to? It amounts tu a cartel of h e  workers and 
entrepreneurs in a common stand against the consumer and es 
from that of o h m y  empIoyers' associations. Basically we no 1 
PY against rival entrepreneurs. In no way is the dect of this any f femt 
ThW he= a s-e between Labor md Capital, but the sotidoui~ o Ca 'tal 
Lbor against the mtPL consumers. Considemi for its roria~ w J ,  it 
is seen to be a reactionary m e  that ran no^ be a stage in the struggle for 
the emancipation of the proletariat, because it c o ~ o t a  the very opposite 
of the class shuggIe. Considered fm the angle of praaical applrcation, 
it is fouud to be a utopia which, as shown by a rapid ncamimtiun, cannot 
bc ~ d t d  to the large branches of industry producing for the world 
market. 
So that the sropc of trade unions is limited essentially to a struggle for 
an of wages and the reduction of labor time, that is to say, to 
&oh at regulating capitatist txploitatim as they are made necessary by 
tbc momentary situation of the world market. But Iabor unions can in no 
way influence the process of production it&. Moreover, trade d o n  de- 
veh t moves -contrary to what is asserted by Konrad Schmidt -in 
the x i m  of n complete detachment of the helrbor market from any im- 
mediate relation to the rest of the market. 
That is shown by the fact that even attempts to reIate labor contracts to 
the general situation of roductim by means of a system of sliding wage 
d c p  have bcen outm mf ed with historic development. The British Illbar 
unions are moving farther and f h e r  away from such d o & .  
E m  within the effective boundaries of its activi the trade union 
movement cannot spread in the unlimited way chimed 7 or it by the theory 
of adapwon. On the contrary, if we examine the large factors of socid 
development, we see that we arc not moving toward an epoch marked by 
a victorious h e l o  ment of trade unions, but rather toward a time when 
the hut s of 1 r unions will increase. Once indw~lriai &velopmel~t 2 Lh a  dtaitl ih bigbest pos~ible oint dnd cripi/alixr)i h~ entered it$ de+ t ~ c e d i n g  phase on the world mrtr el, /be t r d s  mion druggte will berotr~e 
daub1 djficuIt. In ibs fist pla~e, the objective conjnnc~rrr~ of ibe m d e r  
wilt L h~ ftwordlle to rbe ~ e i l n r  of hbor power, berevre rbr dcmmd 
for labor power ruill increare d a  lower rde a d  Isbor sripply more rup- 
idly ~bsn is the care d prssetlt. It1 tb# serotld place, the c a p i i a l i ~ ~ ~  them- 
~oives, in M ~ M  lo m d e  rrp jof losse~ ~uffered on the world market, #;[I 
mabe even greater e f o r t ~  ~ h d n  UI pre~ent to reduce the p ~ t  oj  tbe total 
prodrrcr goir~g to rke worhers (in ~ k e  form of z u a p ) .  The reduction of 
w a p  is, as pointed out by Marx, me of the rincipal means of retarding 
f P the fall of profit. The situation in En land a ready offers us a picture of the be-8 of the second stage o trade union development. Trde  
raion artion is red~cgd of necc~i i~y  to the simple defeme oj dready re- 
d i d  g&, d gvsn tbd is becoming more and more dificni;. Such is 
the general trend of tbings i n  our society. Tbs cornterpart of rbjr tendency 
sho~Ld be ih# dsvelopmeni of &be politicd side of tb8 c l a j  struggle. 
Komd Schmidt c&ts the s&e error of historic pers tive when he 
d d s  with d zefomu. He ex r that . t a l  reforms, a d e  uuion 
orpiurirma, will "didoh to iitnlirts the only conditions under 
which Bey will be able to employ %r power." Seeing reform in this 
light, h t e i n  calls labor legslation s prece of "social control," and as 
slaeh, a piece of sodalism. Simild , Kanrad Schmidt always uses the term 
" d d  control" when he refers to f abox protective laws. Once he has thus 
happily dad the State into society, he confidtntly dds:  "That is 
to say, the ris iq working dass." As a d t  of tbis trick of substitution, 
the inaoccnt h r  laws enacted by the German F e d d  Guncil are trans- 
formed into transitory socialist measure supposedly eaactsd by the the+ 
man pmIeeariat, 
The mystification is obvious. We know that the present State is not 
"society" representing the "rising worlring class." It is its& the tcprcsm- 
tative of capitatist society. It is a c h  Swe. Therefore its reform ma- 
sures are not an application of " A d  control," that is, the control of so- 
ciety working freely in its Own I a b r  process. They are forms of mtmI 
a pIied by the class o r m i o n  of Ca itd to the production of Capita! T%e so-called social reforms arc enact2 in the interests of Capital. Yes. 
Bernstein and Konxad Schmidt see at present only "feeble begin 7' Of tbis control. T h y  bope to see a long succession of reforms in the uhue,
all favoring the worhng class. But here they commit a mistake similar to 
heir belief in the w h i t e d  development of the trade union movement. 
A basic condition for the theo y of the gradual realization of socialism 
through social reforms is a certain objective devdopcnt of capiePlist 
and of the State. K o d  Schmidt says hat the capitakt pro de- L Y z s  to lore his r .I tights with historic deselopmen~ md is I- to the dle of a simp e administrator. He thinks that the ropriatian of 
"P the means of produdon u o t  pwsibly be effected as a sing e historic sct. 
He therefore resorts to the thcoq of expropriation by stages. With this in 
mind, he divides the right to property into ( I ) ,  the sight of "sovereignty" 
{ownership) - wbich be attributes to a thlng called " i e t y "  and which 
he wants to extend - and (21, its opposite, the simple right of we, 
held by the capitalist, but which is supposedly being reduced in the hands 
of the capitalists to the mere administration of their enterprises. 
This interpretation is either a simple play on words, and in that case the 
theory of p d u d  expropri&'m has no reai basis, or it is a true picture of 
juridical development, in whichmcase, as we shall see, the theory of gradual 
ropriation is en t idy  false. 
%e division of the right of property into several component right.. 
an arrangement w i n g  Konmd Schmidt as a shelter wherein he may con- 
struct his theory of "expropriation by stages," characterid feudal society, 
founded on natural econom . In feudalism, the total d u c t  was shared r P among the social classes o the time on the basis o the p s o d  rela- 
tions existing between the feudal lord and his serfs or tenants. The de- 
cornpition of roperty into several artial rights reflected h e  m m e r  of 5, t i  distribution of e sacial w d t h  of at period. With the passage to the 
p d d o n  of commodilics and the dissolution of all personal bonds 
among the articipants in the process of production, the relation between 
Lm men and gs (that is to say, k p r o )  became recipmolIy 
stronger. Since the division is no onger ma e on the b i s  of trnonal dations but through exchmge, the dieereat rights to a share in e m a 1  
weaIth art no longer m e a s d  as fragments of property ri& having a 
common interest. They am measured now according to the values b m @ k  
by each on the madcet. 
The first h g c  introduced into juridical relations with the advmnce of 
commodity production in the medieval city communes, was the dweI - 7 meat of absolute private property. The latter appeatcd in the very mi st  
of tk f d  jurIdicnl datiom. This dmdopnmt h a  pwgicssed at a rapid 
p in pt.li* pmductim. The mure t6r process of rodnction i s  so- 
cidhnl, t r now d* pprorrrr o j  & J I P ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ o R  (divisiw o { d h )  r e ~ * ~  on 
s w ~ h g 0 .  And the more private p r o m  b#omts inviolable and closed, 
tbe mare ~~ 
pdUa of me's own 
&a h. As lag as the vitalist 
didwtion is still, u to a ctrbm point, tiad to his personal partiaption 
in th p- of Jurrioo. But as the p n d  rmnsgtment on Lc part 
of the apiuli* &mms snpcrRuous-which is Ulc case in the share. 9saktics today-the property of a id ,  w far as its right to J sham ra tbt distribution (division of w th) is concerned, becoma + from any personal rehim with production. It now appears in 
ih par#t fom, The crlpi~di~t ri bt to Propwty r s~ber  it3 nro~; compieie 
h I o p m m $  in c d p i d  held in t % e ~kape of ~ b ~ e s  dnd inrd~~~trid credil. 
SO &it K<wrad - ~ d t ' s  histotic scd- tracing the transformation of 
the "from a proprietor to a simple admhistrator," Mia the real 
W n e  developmu&. In historic d i t y ,  on thE contrary, the capitalist I 
tends to changt fmm a pro rimr dr~d administrator to a simple proprie- I 
tor. What happens here to Lrsd Schmidt, happed to Gathe: 
W b  is, Br see$ ss h a d r e m .  
W h  no longer is, becom&~ jm bitn rediiy. 
Just as W d t ' s  historic schema travels, economically, backwards, 
fiom a modcm shaxe-holding d e t y  to an attism's shop, so, juridically, 
bc w i b  to lead b d  the capitalist world into the old feudal shell of the 
Mid& A p .  
Also from this t of vim, "social control" ap $"" i- in .mfity under a as an seen by K o n d  Schmidt. W at functions today as
*'aodll cod!?-- labor legislation, the control of industrial argmizations . 
s h e  holdmg, etc. - bas absolutely nothing to do with his 
"supremc ownership." Far from bkng, as Schmidt believes, a reduction of 
r- owndip, his "said control,'' is, on the contrary, a protection srrch ownershi Or, apressed froin the economic viewpoint, it is not 
a - to capi& q1oitatioa, but simply the regulation of this Id- 
-. ~hc~~cmsbtinasksitthereismumorlerrof m i a h m i n  %I 
e v e  law, we a n  assure him that, in the best of l a b r  protective laws, 
h r c  is no more "socialism" than in a municipal ordinance regulating the 
dcaning of str&s or he fighting of street Imps. 
CAPITAUSM AND THE STATE 
T HE m d  d t i m  of the gradual dimtion of socialism is, accord- ing ki aerastein, the mlution of the State in society. It has b e  a 
mnmonploec to say that tfrc present State is a class State. This, too, like 
ewrything referring to ca i u s t  sodcty, should not be understood in a 
rigorous absolute manner, 1 ut dialectkdly. 
The State became capitdist with the political victory of the bourgboisit, 
Capitalist dwelo rnent m e  wentially the nahrre of the We, widen- 
ing its s e r e  o ! action, constantly imposing on it new functions (tsp 
cidy  thwe afFeaing ~onomic life), making more and more ildccssarg its 
intervention and control in society. In this sense, capitalist devclo 
prepms Little by little the funlre fusion of the Strte md mi*. F! 
pares, so to say, the return of the function of the &ace to sotietg. Fo ow- 
ing this line of thought, one can s of an evolution of the ca itdid 
State into saiet): and it is undaubgthir  that Marx M in mind &en be 
referred to Iabor IcgisIation as the first conscious iatmmtion of "sodeiy" 
in the vital social proem, a phrase u p  which Bermkin 1- heoviky. 
But on the other hand, the same capitalist development realiza another 
transformation in the nature of the State. The p w t  State is, first d PU, 
an organization of the ruIing class. It assumes functions favoring socid 
development spccikdly fxcausc, and in the rncasurr that, thtse interests 
and social development coincide, in a general fashion, with tht intcrrsts 
of the dominant class. b h r  legislation is e n d  as much in the h- 
diate inter& of the capitalist class as in the inter& of society in p c m l .  
But this harmony endures onIy up to a certain iat of capidkt k l o p -  
e r  mcnt. When capitdist development has rtpch a certain level, the intu- 
csts of the bourgtoisie, as a c lw,  atid thc needs of eroaomic 20- 
be@n to dash even in the api tak  sense. W e  bcliew that th* p& has 
a l d y  begun. It shows itself in two clrtranely impitant pheaommn of 
contanporaq social life: on one hand, the policy of th h i # $ ,  and 
the other, militarism. There hvo phenomena have plaYc!an i n d i r e ,  
and in that sense a progressive and revolutionary role in the hlsborg of 
capitalism. Without tariff protection the dcvelopmmt of l u ~  industry 
would have becn impib le  in several countries. But now the sibstion 
different. 
At present, protection dots not seme so much to develop ~g industry 
as to maintain & d y  certain aged forms of roductim. 
From the angle of capitdiiist doelo mmt, $at is, from the pht of P view of world economy, it matters litt c whether G e m y  acpo? TO* 
merchmdisc into Enghd or England "ports more mmbandist into 
Gemmy. From the viewpoint of this devclopmcnt it may k said 
blackamoor has done his work and it is time for him to go his m y .  Given 
the condition of reci rocal dependence in which the various b r a d =  of 
industry find themse P ves, a pmtdonist tariff on any commodi~ n m -  
sarity results in raisin the cost of production of &cr commodities inside 
the m n y .  It tbuekre impedes lndurUinl d d o  at. ~ u t  ttut i not 
so from the viewpoint of the interests of the cd j tr ist f l u .  Whik indus- 
try doer not n d  tPriff brim for its tieve& at, me a a p f ~ n e u r ~  
need tariffs to protect their markets. This Uut at p- 
no longer scnc as a means of protccling a dewloping capitPlist scctiw 
against a mom advanced section. Thep are now the used by 
national group of capit&* @nst d u  group. P d r ~  
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am no longcr necessary as an instrument of pra#ction for industry in its 
movement to cwatt and conquer the hame market. They are now indis- 
W I e  means for the cartclization of industry, that is, means used in the 
struggle of the capitalist producers &t consuming society in the aggte I 
gate, What brings out m an emphatic manner the specik character of k 
contemporary customs policies is the fact that today not industry, but @- 
cultute plays the predominant Ale in the making of tariffs. The policy of 
customs protection has bwme a tool for converting and expressing the 
fcudal interesb in he capitalist form, 
The same change has taken place in militarism. If we consider history 
as it was- not as it could have been or as it shodd have been- we must 
that war has been an indispensable feature of capitalist developmeetit. 
T l J n i t d  States, Germany, ItaIy, the Balkan States, P O W ,  9 owe the 
condition or the rise of their ca !talist development to wars, whether result- 
ing in victory or defeat. As f ong as there were countries marked by in- 
temd poIitical division or economic isolation whicb had to be destroyd, 
militarum played a revolutionary die, considered from the viewpoint of 
capitalism. But at resent the situation is different. If world politics have 
become the stage o f menacing conflicts, it is not so much a stion of the 
opening of new countries to capitalism. It is a question o 9" already exist- 
in$ Earropem antagonisms, w M ,  transported into other lands, haw ex- 
ploded there. The armed opponents we see today in Europe and on other 
continents do not rmgc thmselves as capitalist countries on one side and 
badward countries on the other. Th are States pushed to war t8peciaIly 
as a result of their similarly dvnnc~cspihl ist  development. h view of I 
this, an exphion is certain to be f a d  to this developmat, in the sense 
that it must provoke an extremely profound disturbance and transforma- 
tion of economic fife in all countr~cs. However, the matter appws en- 
tireIy different whm considered from the standpoint of the capitali~t c h .  
For the 1-r militarism has become indispensable. First, ss a means of * 
struggle for the defence of "national" interests in competition against 
&r "national" groups. Second, as a method of placement for h d a l  
and industrial capital. Third, as an instrument of cIass domination over 
the laboring population inside the country. In themselves, these interests 
haw nothing in common with the development of the capitalist mode of 
production, What demonstrates k t  the specific character of pres~nt day 
militarism is the €act that it dwdops generally in all countries as an effect, 
so to speak, of its own internal, mechanical motive power, r phenomenon 
that was completely &own several deeadcs ago. W c  recognize this in 
the fatal character of the impending explosion which is inwitable in spite 
of the complete indecisiveness of the ubjtxtives and motives of the con- 
act. From a motor of capitalist development militarism has changed into 
a capitalist d d y .  
In the clash between capitalist develapment and the interests of the 
dominant dass, the State takes a position don de of the htter. 1b policy, 
like that of the bourgeoisie, comes into con d? 'ct with social dwelopcnt. 
It thus Iosw more and more its character as a repmentatiw of the whole 
of society and is transformed, at the same rate, into r pure r h s  sbatc. Or, 
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to speak more exactly, &ese two qualities distinguish themseIvw more 
from each other and h d  themselves in a contradictory rehion in the 
very nature of the Stake. This contradiction becomes progressively sharper. 
For on one hand we have the growth of thc functions of a gmeral intertst 
on the part of the St*, its intervention in sucial iifq its "control" over 
society. But on the other hand, its class character &liw the State to move 
the pivot of its activily and its mcaas of roedon more and more into do- 
mains which are usefd only to the class cbamter of the bourgeoisie and 
have for society as a whole onIy a negative importame, as in the case of 
militarism and t a d  and coIonial policies, Moreover, thc "social control" 
exercised by this State is at the same time penetrated with and dominated 
by its class character (see bow labor Iegislat~on is applied in all countries). 
The extension of demacrary, which Bemstein sees a a means of &- 
ing socialism by degrees, does not contradict but, on the contrary, corre- 
sponds perfectly to the transformation reaIized in the nature of tht We. 
Konrad Schmidt declares that the conquest of a sodd-democratic ma- 
jority in Parliament leads directly to the gradual "socidizatim" of dq. 
Now, the democratic forms of political life are without a question a phe- 
nomenon expressing dearly the evolution of the St& in societg. T h q  am- 
sritute, to that extent, a move toward s sociajist t m s f o d o n .  But the 
conflict within the capitalist State, d& above, manifests i d f  ewa 
more emphaticalIy in modem parliamentarism. Indeed, in mrdmce with 
its fom, parliamentatism serves lo express, within the or izatioa of the 
State, the interests of the whole of r o r i q ,  But ~ h n  P ~ % k n t . r i p .  ex- 
presses here is capitalie society, that is to say, a society in which cdpitali~t 
mterests redomhate. In this society, the representative imthtions, demc- 
cratic in f orm, are in content the iastruments of the intern of the d n g  
class. This manifests itself in a tangible fashion in tlte fact h a t  as soon as 
dm- shows the tendency to negate ik class character and become 
transformed inb an instrument of the real interests of the population, the 
d e r n d c  forms are sacrificed by the bourgeoisie and by tts Shtc repre- 
sentatives. That is why the idea of the con uest of a parliamentary re- I f o d s t  majority is a calculation which, entire y in the spirit of bourgeois 
Iiberalism, reoccupies itself only with one side - the formal side-of 
democracy, i ut does not take into account the other side, its real conrent. 
AU in dl, arliamentarism is not a directly sacidist dement impregnating $e wbok ca italist rociety. It is, o. the conkmy, it rpecih 
f,"A?Pthe tmurpis Oilas State, helping to r i p  and d ~ e l o p  tht d t  
ing antagonisms of ca italism. 
In the light of the \ istory of the objective dewlopmeat of the  stat^, 
Bemskin's and K o n d  Schmidt's betief that i n c d  "soda1 control" 
results in the direct introduction of socialism is transformed into a for- 
mula that hds itself from day to day in greater contradiction with d ~ .  
The tbcorp of thc gradual introduction of socia~sm propses a pm- 
c i v e  reform of capitalist prop* and tbe ca i u s t  State in the hiec. 
tion of raidism. But in cwrcqvence of the gjebive Iawi of d h g  
sou'ety, onc and the h e r  develop in a precisely op 'te dimtion. Thc r process of production is  increasingly h a l i d ,  and interomti-, the 
control of the State ovkr the pmcss of produdion, is extended. But af 
the spme time, p r i v a ~  property becomw more and more the form of open 
crrpitakt txploltation of the labor of others, and State control is pene- 
trated with tfie ~ ~ u s i v e  int r- of the ruling c k .  Tbe State, that is 
to my tbe politird orgdzatiwr of capWism, and the pmpty reIatims, 
that is to say the pridical organization of ca idism, become mrc rpi -  
lldist and not more ~ d i s t ,  opposing to the & eory of the progressive in- 
troduction of socialism two hurmountable d;i&crJtics. 
Fourier's scheme of changing, b means of r system of ph~hwteriw, I tbt water of all  the seas into tasty emonade was surely a phmbstic idca. 
But Bmwkh, propasing to change the sea of capitah b~tamcss into a 
sta of midist sweetness, by progmsively pouring into it MCS of social- 
refomkt Icmmade, pments an idm that is merely more insipid hut no 
lcss phantststic* 
Tht proddm rclatio118 of ca itnlist society appwlxch more and more 
the production dpt ions  of rocidst rocietp. But on the other hand, its 
pohd and juridical relations establish between capitalist d e t y  and 
smidbt society a steadily tis' wdt. This wall is not overthrown, but 
is on the mnhry strrngthdfmd -lidatmi by the development of 
oodal reforms md the coum of d m m q .  Only thc hmmr bIow of 
nvolutiaa, &at is b say, tbe conquest oj politird power by tbe prol&rid 
cm bred d w a  tbir wall, 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF SOCIAL REFORMISM AND 
GENERAL NATURE OF REVISIONISM I 
IN tbc hst chapter, we aimed to show that Bernrtein'r theory lifted the 
program of the socialist movement off its material base and tried to 
place it on an idealist base. How does this theory fare when translated 
into bractice? 
A 
Upon the first comparison, the party practice resulting from Bernstein's 
theory does not seem ta diEer from the practice followed by the Social- 
Democracy up to now. FormerIy, the activity of the Social-Democratic 
Pa* consisted of trade union work, of agitation for social reforms and 
the danouatization of existing political institutions. The difference is not 
in the wkd but in the bow, 
At p m t ,  the trade union struggle and parliamentary practice are con- 
sidered to be the means of guiding and educating the proletariat in 
prepamtion for the task of taking over power. From the revisionist stand- 
poiat, this conquest of power is at the same time impossible and useless. 
And therefore, trade umon and parliamentary activity are to be carried on 
by Dhc party only for tbeir immediate results, that is, for the urpose of 
of capidist expIdbuim, for the extension of social control. 
f Mering the present situation of  the workers, for the gradua reduction 
So that if we do not considu momentari1y the immediate amelioration 
of the workers' cmditi- objective common to wr party program as 
w31 as to revisionism - the difference between the two outlooks is, in 
brief, the following. According to the present conception of the party, 
trade-uriion and parliamentary d v i t y  arc important for the socialist 
movement because sucb activity prepam the proletariat, that is to ssy, 
crcatcs the snbjective factor pf the mial t t  t m f o d o n ,  for the task of 
realizing socialism. But according to Bemstcin, trade-unions and @a- 
activitp gradually reduce ca italist exploitation itself. Thep re- 
the desired social change. 
J' capitalist society its capi ist character. They realize objectively 
Examining the matter closely, we see that the two conceptions are dia- 
metrically opposed. Viewing the situation from the current standpoint of 
our pmrty, we say that as s result of its trade union and arLiarncntary 
struggles, tbe proletariat becomes convinced of the impossib' J! ~ t y  of amom- 
p1ishing a fundamental social change through such activity and arrives at 
the understanding that the conquest of power is unavoidable. Bcmslein's 
theorg, however, begins by declaring h i t  this conquest is impossible, Tt 
concludes: hy dinning that saciaIism can ody k introduced as a result 
of the trade-union struggIe and pwlimentary activity. For as seea by 
Bernstein, trade-union and parliamentary d o n  has a socialist character 
because it exercises a progressively socializing influence on capitalist 
W e  tried to show that this influence is pureIy imaginary, The relations 
between capitalist propetty and the capitalist State dwelop in entirely 
o p i t e  directions, so that the daily p r d d  activity of the present Sodd 
8macracy loses, in the last d y s i r ,  all connection with work for d- 
im. From the view int of a moment for socidism, the trade-union 
struggle and our par P a m t a r y  practice are vastly important in SO far as 
they make socialishc the dw#eneJj, the consciousness, of the proletariat and 
help to organize it as a ciass. But once they are considered as instruments 
of the direct sdalization of capitalist economy, they lose not only their 
usual ektiveness but cease being means of preparing the working class 
for the conquest of power. Eduard Elemstein and Komad Schmidt d e r  
from a complete misunderstanding when thcy console themselves with the 
belief that even though the program of the arty is reduced to work for 
social reforms and ordinary trade-union wo l! , the final ob'ective of the d labor movmmt is not thereby discarded, foi each forwar ste reach? 
beyond the given immediate aim snd the midist god b im&d a 
tendency in the supposcd advance. 
That is certainly ttue about the present procedure of thc German Socid 
Dcmorracg. It is true whenever a firm and consciws &t for the con- 
quest of politid power impregnates the trade-union struggle and the 
work for social reforms. But if &is dost  is separated from the movement 
itself and social reforms are made an end in themselves, then such activity 
not only does not lead to the final goal of d a l i s m  but moves in a pre- 
cisely oppite direction. 
K d  Schmidt simply f d s  back on the idea that an apparently 
m s h i d  movement, once s m d ,  w o t  stop by iMf, ~ I S C  "one's 
o p e  grows with &g," and the working dm will not supposed1 
rrmtclU itself with refom till the iinal ad&t tntufomution is d.cd 
Now the Iast d o 4  condition is quite d. Its &cctivencss is  
grurPntecd by the very indkieacp of capitalist reforms. But the con- 
dusiw drawn from it could on1 k true d it were possible to construct 
an u n b h  chain of augmend reforms l&g fmm the capitalism of 
9"" today to h a l i s m .  Th is  is, of course, sheer tasy. In midance  witb the nature of things as they are, the chain reaks quickly, and the paths t 
that the supposed forward movement can take from that point on are I I 
m y  and varied. 
What will be the immediate result should wr party chmp its geneml 
1 
procedurt to suit a viewpoint that wanb to a n p b i z e  the p d c a l  resulb 
of our st~ggic,  that is, mial reforms? As soon as "immediate r a t h "  
b e  the prindpd aim of our activity, h e  dar-cut, i r i ~ ~ ~ n d l a b l e  point 
of view, which has mconing only in so far i~ it  pro^ to win power, 
will bt found more and more inconvenient. The &rect consequence of 
mL will be he .dopaon by the party of a ')dg of cornpensdon." a 
@? Ofr litid trading, and an ~ttitude o dl idcnt, diplomatic con- ulretrw. ut this attitude cannot bc continued for a long time. Since the 
d refom can only offer an em$ pmm,Lg the logical consequence of 
srseb a p m p m  must neressarily be s~llus~onment. 
It is no1 rrw tbd sociali~m wii& mise w;orndicdiy from the Judy 
~tmggh of the worhing c h .  Socialism will be tbe c o m e p e r m  of (I), !be 
p w m g  contrdictions of capital is^ economy and (2). of thr tonqprehen- 
sion by ;be wwhing CIATI of )be umvoi&btity of &he supprmioa of i h s e  
conaadktiom B v o ~ g h  a ~ocial trsnrforn~dtion. Wbcn, in the manact of 
&sia&m, the first condition is dmid and the second rcjerltd, the labor - 
movement hads ;&If reduced to a simple coiporative and reformist mwe- 
ment. W e  move here in a straight line toward the total abandonment of 
the b vimpht. 
This consequence also b e s  evident when wc investigate the general 
dumctm of revisionism. It is obvious that rwisionism dow not wish to 
concede that its standpoint is that of the ca italist apologist. It does not join du b p i s  economists in denying ti! e existence of the contradic- 
on the Mid &at the 
i d of tht lo&d 
We may say that 
p k c  b c e a  two extram. Revisionism doers not ex@ to sa the con- 
- h d i d ~ a g  of capitidism mature. It docs not prop& to suppress thcse 
amhdktiw~s t h i  a revolutiomw h m s f o d o a  It wants to 1-
to &awte, the cpstalist contradictiks. So that the antagonism existing 
between ruductiua and exchange is to be m o M d  bg the c d o n  of 
crises J * e  formation of cornbin-. TIIC sl~ngwirm ~ e a  
t Gpitd and Labor is to k adjusted by battring tht situation of be 
workers and by the consmdcm of the middle classes. had the contra- 
diction betwen the dass State and & is to be liquidated b g h  
incmsed state control and the pro ress f o 
fi is true th.t the p-t pAre of the =at- dam Mt 
I coasist in waiting for tbe anbphms of capitalism to develop and in 
p i n g  on, d y  then, to the task of suppmsh& them. On the contrary, 
the essence of rmIutionaty procedure is to be guided by ebe d i d o n  of 
this dmdoprnmt, oake it is axemind,  and inferring from this directioa 
aim are necessary for tht political struggle. Thus the Social- 
Drmocrq as mnhtted t d  wars md militarism without waiting for 
their reacthay chmuactcr to become fully cvidcnt. BuastcSs procedure 
is not guided by a consideration of the development of itaIism, by the 
I prospKt of the agpvation of its contradictions. k is gui 7' ed by the prcw- pecl of the muat ion  of th- contradictions. He shows his when he 
I speaks of the "adaptation" of capitalist ec~nomy. 
I Now whm can such a coplteption k correct? If it is true that capitahsm will continue to develop in the direction it takes at p t ,  bhm ~ t s  con- 
I tdictions must n d l y  become sharper and more agpvatcd iasttod 
of the contradictions 
pduction itself vill 
of Bunstein's theory is 
itself in a twofold manner. 
In the first place, it manifests it9 utopian charactex in its stand on .the 
estabIishment of socialism. For it is clear that a defective capitalist dwcl- 
opent cannot lead to a sodatist trmformation. 
In the second p h ,  Banstein's theory WAS its re~riorrary chmcter 
when it is rcferred to thc rapid capitatist dwel meat that is taking place 
at present. Given the dmelopmcnt of d cspi%m, how can we explain, 
or rather state, Bemstein's position? 
W e  have demonst& in the Lrst cha cr the b m e k m s  of the ece 
noanic conditions on which Bemstein bui ? ds his analysis of existing sodd 
relationshi We have seen that neither the ctcdir systm nor cartels can 
be s l i d  to E nvm- of ac,aptationm* d u itllist economy. we have - 
that: not even the tempray cessation o f crises nor the survid of the 
middle dass can be re ded as s y m p  of capitatist +on, But 
wen though we shwl f= fail to tpke ~ntu a m t  the erroneous character 
of dI these details of Bernstein's theory, we cannot help but be stopped 
short by we feature common to all of them. &msteia's lhaory dow not 
seixt these manifestations of contemporary economic life as th appear 
in thck or@ relationship with the whole of capitnlit d ~ o P m c n t ,  
with the coenplcte economic mechanism d capitalism. His theory pulls 
thee dehih out of their living ecwromic cmW. It treats than ai the 
d i ~ j e c ~ d  ##ha (separate F' of a lifetess machine. Consider, for exampic, conception of the adaptive effect of cwdit. 
If we reeogaize credit as a higher n d r a l  stage of the p r m  of eJGCbPagt 
and, therefore, of the contradictions i n b m t  in c a p a t  &$e, we 
c a m d  at the same time see it as LS mechanical means of adaptation exist- 
ing outside of the p m s  of exthis. It would be just as impssibIe 
to d d e r  money, merchandix, capital 8s "means of adaptahon" d 
ca 'tdhn. 
%-cr, &it, like money, commoditio and capitd, is an organic 
link of capitalist economy at a certain stage of its develo ment. Like P tbun, it is an indispensable gear in the mechanism of capita kt economy. 
d at the same time, an instrument of destruction, since ~t aggravates the 
internal contradictions of capitalism. 
The same thing is true h t  cartels and the new, perfected means of 
cwnmunication. 
The m c  machaaical view is presented by Bernstein's attempt to de- 
scribe the promise of the cessation of crises as a symptom of the "adapta- 
tim" of capitalist economy. For him, crises arc simply derangements of 
the economic machaism. With their cessation, he thinks, tbe mechanism 
c d d  f d o n  well. But the fact is that crises are not "derangements" 
in the mrl  sense of the word. They arc "derangements" without which 
capitalist economy could not develop at all. For if crises constitute the 
only mcthd possible in capitalism-and therefare the normal method- 
riodiEaIIy the conflict existing between the unlimited exten- '! 
slon 0! ralying%r of p uctim and the narrow h i t s  of the world market, then crises 
arc an organic manifestation inseparable from ca italist economy. B In the "unhindered" advance of capitaIist pro uction lurks a threat to 
ca i tdim that is much graver than mws. 1 ts the threat of the constant 
fafl d the rate of pro& resulting not from the contradiction b e e n  
ptodwtion and exchange, but from the growth of the productivity of labor 
IM. The fall in the rak of profit hs the extremely dangerous tendency 
of rendering im ssible any enterprise for small and middle-sized capitals. 
Ic &us limits ti" e new formation and therefore the extension of place- 
ments of capital. 
And it is precisely crises that constitute the other consequence of the 
same proccss. As r result of their periodic deplvriurion of capital. crises 
bring a fall in the prices of means of production, a paralysis of a part of 
the active capital, and in time the increase of profits. They thus create 
the possibilities of the renewed advance of production. Crises therefore 
a p p r  to k the instruments of rekindling the fire of capitalist develop- 
ment. Their cessation--not temporary cessation, but their total dippear- 
mce in the world market-would not lead to the further development 
of capitalist economy. It would destroy capitalism. 
True to the mechanical view of his theory of adaptation, Bemtein 
for@ the necessity of crises as well as the necessity of new placements 
of d l  and middle-sized c~pitals. And that is why the constant reap- 
p r a n c e  of small capital seems to him to be the sign of the cessation of 
'calist dryelopmmt though, it is, in fact, a symptom of normal capi- 
It is im rtmt tu note that there is a viewpoint from which all the above- 
mentionn$&nomcns M XUI exactly as thq have been resented by the LA theo'p of ' adaptdon." It is the viewpoint of the iso (single) capi- 
trlist, who reflects in his mind the economic f c t s  around him just as bhcy 
a p p  when refracted by the laws of competition. The isolated capitalist 
j#s each organic past of the whole of wr m o m ?  as an in 
d t y .  He - them as thcg act on him, the single capitdin. FA",' 
fore considers thtsc facts to he simple "dtrmpmts" of simple "meam 
of adaptation." For the isolated capltalis$ it is true, crisw are d y  simple 
Idcnngemcnts; the d o n  of ms*i accords him r longer existence. As 
fat as he is concernad, d t  is only a means of "adapting" his insdiicimt 
Ipductivc forces to the a& of the market. And it setms to bim that 
the cartel of which he kames a munbcr d l y  suppresses industrial 
-7. 
~cvisionisrn is nothing else than a thcofetic generalization made from 
the angle of the isohted capitali9t. Where docs this viewpoint belong 
theoretically if not in vulgar hrgmis economics? 
All the errors of this schm1 rest precisely on the conception that mis- 
take the phenomena of competition, as smm from the angle of the isolated 
capitalist, for the phenomena of the whole of capitalist economy. Just as 
&mstcin considers credit to be a meam of "ndaptation," so vulgar 
economy considers money to k a judicious means of "adaptation" to the 
nards of exchange. Vulgar economy, too, tries to find the antidote against 
the iIIs of capitatism in the phenomena of cxt italism. Like & d n ,  it 
belimes that it is @ble to regulate upi&st emnomy. And in the 
manner of Bemstein, it arrives in time at the &ire to palliate the con- 
hadictions of ca i t a h q  P a t  is, at the belief in the possl'bility of ptchng 
up the sores o ? capitaha It a d s  up by s-ing to a program of 
teaciion. It ends up in a uiopia. 
The themy of revisionism can therefore be defined in the followin8 
way. It is a thmry of -ding still i n  the socialist movement, built, with 
the aid of d g r u  economy, on a theory of a capitalist standstill. 
Part Two 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIALISM* 
HE greatest conquest of the dwcloping proletarian movement h~ T been the discovery of grounds of support for the realintion of m5d- 
ism in the etoaornic  condition^ of capitalist society. As a result of this 
dimvery, sdalism was changed from an "id-I" dreamt by humanity for 
thousands of ycars to a thlng of hi~toric neces~ity. 
Bemstcin denies the existence of the economic conditions for socialism 
in the society of today. On this count his reasoning has undergone an 
*A WW of Bernstuds book, "Die Vor~ussc~zrrnpa dm Socidi~a~ar~ #ad 
diu Aarfgab~ dw Sozialdeno&rarie. 
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intettdting cyoluticw. At bt, in the N a e  Zsil, he simply contested the 
rapidiq of the process of concentration tnkiag place in industry. H e  b a d  
his position on a comp.rison of the a~cuptional statistics of GEmxiny in 
1882 and 1895. In order to use these Qua for his pu-, he was 
obliged to proceed in an entirely summarp and mecbmial fashion. In 
Le most favorable case, he could not, wen by demonstrating the persis- 
wc of middlesiztd aterpriscs, d m  in any the Madan analysis, 
b#puse the latter dots not s u p p ,  as a condition for the realization of 
socdism, tither a definite rate of conccntrdm of industrg-that is, a 
ecsortcd to entirely &%eretit figures. Anybody who is acquainted with the 
histo of sbarehoiding societies in Gexmmy knows that their average 
faun 7 ation capital has dimhi~brd almost constantly. Thus wbile before 
1871 their average foundation capital m h e d  the figure of 10.8 million 
marks, it wzts only 4.01 miIlion marks in 1871, 3.8 &on marks in 1873, 
I t s  than a million from 1882 to 1887, 0.52 million in f 891 and on1 
0.62 million in 1892. After this dna, the hafres oscillated around 1 mi1 
lion math, falling to 1.78 in 1895 and to 1.19 in the course of the first ' 
half of 1897, (Van de Borght: Hdndtuosrterb~cb der Skrrrtrwissenschaf- 
;an, 1.) 
Thcsc are surprising bgures. Using them, Bemstein hoped to show 
the existence of a counter--an tmdcncy for the re-transformation of 
kge enterprises into small one. The obvious answer to his attempt is 
the following. If you are to prove m g at dl by means of your statis- 
tics, you must first show that they re p er to the s m e  branchw of industry. 
You must show that small enterprises d y  repIace large ones, that they 
do not, instead, appeat only where small enterprise or even artisan in- 
dustry were the rule More. This, however, ou cannot show to be true. 
The statistical p a g e  of immense shad01 8, 'ag societies to middle-size 
and small eote rises can be cxpiaincd only be referring to the fact that T the system of s ateholding societies continua to penetrate new branches 
of production. &fore, only a d l  number of large enterprises were 
0 2 & P P j ~ ~ d  as &SharehoI societies. Gradually shareholding organitatim 
has won middk-size 9 an cvm small enterprises. Today we can observe 
sbhld ing h e t i e s  with a capital helow 1000 marks. 
Now what is the economic srgnificunce of the extension of the system 
of shareholding societies? Economically the spread of shartholding socic- 
ties stands for the growing sddiration of p d d w  under the cp i& 
foan--socializatiw not only of large but a h  of middle-size M i smdl 
d d o n ,  Thc cxtmsim of sheholding d m  not thercfofe contradict 
L s t  thmn but. on the contram. d m  it a n - a ~ v .  
What does 'the &onornic phmo&non of a sbarehhihg &eiy actually 
mount to? It ZFP- on one band. the u n i a m  of a number of 
s d  fortuna ink a lor& copid of prbduaioa. It stands, on the other 
band, for tbe separation of production from apihlist ownenhip. That 
is, it den- that a doubk vrctorp is being won over the capitahst mode 
of p r o d u c t i o 4 t  s t i l l  on the capitdist b. 
What is the meaning, thedo& of thc stetistics cited by 
mrding m wbich m ever g m b  number of shareholders *= 
a italist enterprises? TImc statistics go to demonstrate precisely the P! fo owing: at p e n t  a capitalist enterprise docs not correspond, as before, 
to a single proprietor of capid but to a n& of capitalists. COW- 
qucntly, the econoniic uotion of "cspitdi~t" no longer ~ignifies an i ~ u b 8 d  
indkid~d. The indu~crid cctpitali~~ of t&y i s  # cfillectiue man, tom- 
ored of lbrndrrds and rvrn of r6ourd.r of i d i v i d ~ a l ~ .  6hr r d q q  
'rdPiI&Ic" brir i11gIf brronr r ,orid rdrgory. N bas brront. t t r o r i d h d o  
--witbin rhe frumewor4 of crlpiinfist society. 
- .  
In that case; bow SbaH we e x p b  &mst&'s belief that the ca- 8" am of &+re-holding societies ~ d s  for the dispersion an not the 
concentdon of capital? Why does he see the extawion of q U t  
pr~perty where Mane saw its suppression? 
Tbis is r simple eronomic error. By " c p p i w  Btmkh dom not 
mean a category of proddon but he ri&t to propcttp. To him, "wpb 
talist" is not an economic unit but a h d  unit. And td" is for h m  
'Z not r f-r of production but simply a certain guantitg o moneg. That h 
why in his Engluh sewing thrtad ttust he does mt see the fusion of 
12,300 ~ n s  with money into r singIe capitalist unit but 12,300 differ- 
cat capttdists. That is why the eaginecr Schulzt whose wife's dowq 
brought him a large number of shares from stodchoIder Mudlet is also a 
apibhst: for Bermkin. That is why for Bemstein, the entire world scum 
to- swum with upitplists.' 
Here, tm, the thmrctic base of his economic error is his 
tiaa" of soddism. For &is is what he does. By transportin8 
*No@ k t !  Bemstein evidently Cmds in rhc great diffusion uf small shafa r 
roof that &d w d t h  is bcgi~ing to pour sham on d l iNe men. IndKd. wbo & 4 1  burp is  and cvm workers, muld buy dyre for the mtelc d rmr 
pound sterling or 20 m8rIrs7 Unfortunawly his suppodon mrs on an error d erC 
culntion. Wc arc omting here with the m i n a l  value of shore i n s t d  of ope+- 
ing with their market d u e ,  tiornethirig eatircly different. Far cxnmple, on ebt mu- 
ink ma&, the South-Afrian Raud mine h ~ f c s  arc on sulc. These s h ,  like * 
w i n g  dues ,  are quoted at m e  pound sterlmg or 20 wpm marks. Bur nlmdy In 
1899 theg sold at  43 pounds sterling, that is to say, not at 20 but ar 860 =kr. 
And it is so @ dl am, SO that t h a t  sham me pcrfcctlp bourgeois, and not at dl 
petty bwrgerw or p r o 1 6  " b d s  on d l  wealth," for they are bought at 
their nominal value only by a small minoritp of shareholders. 
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of capitalism from its roduciive relations to roperty relations, and by 
s p h 8  of simple indhdualr instead of .&ing of entrepreneurs, he 
moves the q-on of socialism from the domain of production into the 
domain of re1atiom of fortme-that is, from the relatzon h e e n  &pita1 
and Labor to the rcIation h e e n  poor and rich. 
In this manner we are merriIy Iead from Manc and E Is to the author 
d r  Poor Fi~bern~an. There is this di I erence, however. 
sure instinct of the proletarian, saw in the opposition 
between the poor and the rich, the class antagonism in their primitive 
form, and wanted to make of thw antagonisms a Iever of the movement 
for sodism. Bemstein, on the other hand, h a t e s  the realization of 
socisfism in the p i b i I i t p  of making the r rich. That is, he locates 
it in the attenuation of dnu antagonisms anGeetore, in the pmp bur- 
gmisie. 
True, Bemstein dws not limit bimd€ to the statistics of incomes, He 
furnishes statistics of economic enterprises, especiAy those of the follow- 
ing countries: Germmy, France, England, Switzerland, Austria and the 
United States. But these statistiw not the comparative figurea of dit- 
fsrenr periods in each country but of each period in different countries. 
We are not therefore offered (with the exception of Germany, where he 
q x a t s  the old contrast between 1895 and 1882), a comparison of the 
statistics of enterpriw of a given country at diffwent epochs but the 
dbsol#te figures for different countries: England in 1892, France in 1894, 
United States in 1890, &. 
He reaches the foilowing conclusion: "Though it is true that large 
exploitation is already suprune in industry today, it nwertheless, repre- 
sents, including the enterprises dcpdent  on large exploitation, even 
in a county as dwelo@ as Prussia, only baif of the pop~~latiotr occupied 
i n  roduc;iott." This rs also true about Germany, Englmd! Belgium, etc. 
&'hat doer he a c i d l y  pmvs here? He pmea not the eushnce d such 
or such a kndencp of economic dssrelupmmz~ but merely the d ~ o i u l e  re- 
Idon  o) forcer of different forms of enterprise, or put in other words, 
the absolute relation of the various classes m our sock , 
Now if one wan& to prove in this manner the impossi "s ility of realizing 
socialism, h i s  reasoning must rest on the the07 according to which the 
result of social efforts is decided by the relation of the numerics1 material 
form of the eIements in struggle, that is, by the factor of violence. In 
other words, Bernstein, who always thunders against Bhquism, himself 
fails into the grossest Blanquist error. Them is this difference, however. 
To the Bianquists, who r e p m t e d  a socialist: and revoIutionary tendency, 
the possibility of the e r o d e  reahtion of sodalism appeared quite 
11 i lhd .  On this possibility they built the chances d a violent revolution 
by a smsn minority. hmstein, on the contrary, infers from the 
numerical insu&ciency of a socialist majority, the impossibility of the 
economic remrlization of socialism. The Soual-Democracy, does Hot, bow- 
aver, 8xpect to  attain itf aim eilber ar a resttit of /be ti it for ion^ vjoImce 
u) d ~~inoriry or through the ~~fmlericat s#periori;y oJ J rrrajority. I /  sees 
~ o c i ~ i i ~ a r  con e GV a r e d l  of economic 11ece1sit~aird rbe co~iprebetsius 
4 & nec#~sity-tcabiq to th sllp#rasion 
~ U I B S .  And this r id9  manif& itself 
apirahm. 
I mat is ~ c r n n s t a r  pitin, cm the deisiivc q+an in 
.cp*st ~conomy3 He denies only the gmt rat crises. H e  d m  not 
denypwtialandD.tiooPlcrises. I n o t h e t ~ ~ h e r r h r s e s t o s e e * ~  
d d  of the mrcby of ca ' t a b ;  he sees only a M e  of it. H e  is--to 
me ~ u x * s  -tion--& the f 0 0 ~  vir* who hd 8 Ehilti w u  
only very SdL" But the m i s f o w  is that in mattas lilEc can& 
aparcchy little and. mu& are q d y  W. If Ikmsteia c e c o g n h  the txist- 
a c e  of o little of tbis anarchy, we may int mt to him that by ihc 
l nmb ism of ma& 
-7 this kt ~U iu u n h d  of proportions, tu en in ape.  But if Bemskh hopes, while 
maintainiq the system of commodity proddon, to trpnsform gradually 
his bit of anarchy into oxder md hammy, he a& falI6 into one of the 
f~~ errors of bourpis palitid economy, according to which the 
mode of exchamge is indcpcmdent of the mode of pmdud~n. 
This is not the p k  for a lerr@hy h - o n  of Bemsteh's surd 
prising confusion coacemiog tlje mast c l a u i t q  principles of rLiw m u m y .  Buttheisme ht-towhichweareledbpdufun amend 
q d c m  of upitdist &- must be clarifd hmdiuely.  
f a o n  his individual a b d i t y ,  to makt ids own law of value, "Ma= 
has asmuch rightto neglect t h e ~ t i e s d ~ s d i t i m  till w a r e  ao 
marc b the incurdon of quantities' of WpIe human &E as have 
the ticonam& of the ern-Jwons d w l  to make an ahtraction of d 
& qualities of commodities &de of tbeir uklitp." 
That is, to Bemsteia, W ' s  &al labor aod M m p r ' s  a&mt utilltg 
are quite s i m i l a r ~ e  bs tmd~ns ,  &nstEin forgets -1y that 
Mads abtmction is not an invention. It is a h q .  It d m  not exist 
in~sheedbut inmarketeconomy.  Ttbnotanh@q'adstenee, 
b u t a t e a l d d ~ ~ e a ~ ~ , s a d ~ i t E a a t r c c u t , ~ r c d ,  
md put ia the f ~ r m  of m n q .  The bumsta W d i s m  
Mwx is, in ib developed fonn, no other than money. Ttaat is @dp 
ow of the greatest d W s  discoveries, while to all b0urgds poCW 
d s b ,  fmm the first of &c mmdkts te tbe last of the cWdsts, 
t h e w a m o f m o n e y b d a o d a m @ c ~  
Tbe ~ - J ~  ulility is, in fact, a c o d t  of the mind. Qr 
shtd morr correctlyJ it is a on of i n t eh td  empthcss* a 
t i e  abswditp, for w b O i  nei F ~ O S  my+ s ~ d e t y  
le, but d y  V d p r  bwr* v k U *  
tbeir b d, BemstciD. B d m  and jrvons, 9nd the satire subjdvc 
f W y ,  can c& menty yem or more before the mystcrg of 
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without arriving at a solution that is any dierent from the ont reached 
by my cobbler, nameIy that monep is also a "useful" thing. 
Bcmstein has Iwt all comprehmsion of Marx's law of value. Anybody 
with a small understanding of hhncian economics can see that without 
the law of value, Marx's doctrine is incomprehensible. Or to speak more 
concretely-for him who d m  not understand the nature of the commodity 
and its exchange, the entire economy of capitalsm, with all its concatena- 
tions, must of necessity mnah an enigma. 
What precisely was the key which enabled Marx to opm the door to 
the secrets of capitalist henornena and solve, as if in play, probtems that 
were not even suspecte i by the greatest minds of classic bourgeais poli- 
tical economy? It was his conception of capitalist economy as an historic 
phenomenan-not merely in thi sense in the k t  of cases by 
the classic economists, that is, when it concerns the feudal past of capital- 
ism-but dso in so far as it concerns the socialist future of the world. 
The mrct of Marx's theory of value, of his analysis of the problem of 
money, of his theory of capital, of the theory of the rate of profit, and 
consequdy of the entire existing tconomic system, is found in the 
transitory character of ca i a s t  mnomy, the inwitability of its collapse, f lepding-md this is on p another as of the same phenomenan-ta 
sdaIism. It is onIy because Mant loo P ed at capitalism from the socialist's 
viewpoint, tbat is, from the historic viewpoint, that he was mabled to 
decipher the hierogIVphics of capitalist economy. And it is precisely be- 
cause he took the socialist viewpoint as a point of depaaute for his mnly- 
sis of bourgeois suciyr that he was in tht pit ion to give a scientific base 
to the socialist movement. 
This is thc measure by which wc evaluate Bemstein's remarks, H e  
complah of the "dudism" found everywhere in Mam's monumental 
Capital. "The work wishes to be a xientifac study and prove, at the same - 
time, r thesis tbat was corn letely tlaboratd a long time before the edit- 
ing of the book; it is b wet! on a schema that already contains the result 
to which he wmts to lead. The return to the Communist Manifesto (that 
is, to the socialist goal!-R.L. ) , proves the existence of vestiges of utopian- 
ism in Marx's doctrine." 
But what is Marx's "dualism" if not the dualism of the socialist future 
and tbe cr itdist present? lt is the dualism of Capitalism and Labor, the P dualism o the b w r p i s i e  and the proletariat. It is the scientific reflection 
of the dualism existing in bourgeois society, the dualism of the class an- 
tagonism writhing inside the social ordu of capitdism. 
Bcmstein's recognition of this theoretic dualism in Mane as "a survivd 
of utopianism" is reaIIy his naive avowal that he denies the historic 
dudism of h p i s  society, that he denits the existence of class antag- 
oaisms in ca italism. It is his confession that socialism has become for R him only a survival of utopianism." What is Bernstein's "monism"- 
Bcmstein's unity -but the &maI unity of the capitdiat re&m, the unity 
of thc fonner socialist who has renounced his aim and has decided to 6nd 
in bourgeois society, one and immutable, the goal: of human devdopment? 
Bcmskin dws not see in the economic sttuetum of capitalism the de- 
veIopment that leads to Aal i sm.  But in order to consewe his socialist 
p r o m  at Ieast in form, hc is obliged to take refuge in an idealist 
construction, placed outside of dl e c d c  dmcloprnent. H e  is obliged 
to transform socialism itself from s de6nitt historic phase of social devel- 
opment into an abstract "principle." 
That is why the "cooperative princip1c"--the meager decantation of 
socialism by which Bernstein wsha to garnish capitalist economy- 
ap- as a concession made not to the socialist fuhm of mi*, but 
to Bemstein's own socialist p t .  
COOPERATTVES, UNIONS, DEMOCRACY 
ERNSTEIN'S socialism offers to the workers the prospect of sharing B in the .wealth of rodety. The poor ate m become nch. How dill  
this socialism bc brought abwt? His artides in the Neae Zed (Problems 
of Sotiaiistn) contain only vague allusions to this question. Adequate in- 
formation, however, ran be found in his h k .  
8emsteinS socialism is to be realized with the aid of hue two instru- 
ments: labor u n i o w r  as Bernstdn himself characterizes them, economic 
demmacy-and cmpemtivcs. The fmt will suppress industrial profit; 
the m n d  wiII do away with commercial p d t .  
Gaperati-pecially mperatiwrs in the &Id of production con- 
stitute a hybrid form in the mdst of capidism, T h q  can be dmribed 
m smll units of socialized production within capitalist exchange. 
But in capitalist economy exchange domiaates production.* As a rtsdt 
of mmpetit~on, the complete domination of the process of production by 
the interests of capitd-ht is, pitiless exp~oitationdecom~ a condition 
for the survival of each enterprise. The domination of capital over the 
process of production expresses itself in the following ways. Labor is 
mtearsihed. The work day is lengthened or shortened, according to tbc 
situation of the market And, depending on the requirements of the mar- 
ket, labor is either empIoyed or thrown back into the street. In other 
words, use is made of all methods that enable an enterprise to s t a d  up 
against its mpetitors in the market. The workers forming a cooperative 
in the k I d  of production are thus faced with the contradictory necessity 
of governing themselves with the utmost hIut i sm.  Theg are obliged to 
take toward themselves the role of the capitalist enterpmeur- conha- 
diction that accounts for the usual fdure of production cooperatives, 
which either become pure capitalist enterprises or, if the workers' inter- 
ests continue to redominate, end by dissolving. 
Bernstein has R 'mself taken note of these facts. But it is evident that 
he has not understood them. For, together with Mrs. Potter-Webb, he 
expIains the failure of production cooperatives in England by their lack 
*That is, production dcpmds ta a latgc utcnr on markt  possibilities, 
bf "dkipliac." But what is so superkidy and flatly called here "dixi- 
pliac" is nothing else than the n a h d  absolutist regime of capitalism, 
which, it is plain, the workers cannot succ~fully use against themselves.* 
Pmducus' cooperatives can survive witbin capitalist economy only if 
they m a  to sup ress, by mcans of some detour, the capitalist con- 
Wclion L e e n  ge mode of production and the mode of exchange. 
And they can accomplish this only by removing themselws artikially 
fmm the influence of the laws of free competition. And thqr can s u c d  
in doing the last onIy when thqr assure thmseIves beforehand of a con- 
stant cide of consumers, that is, when they mure themselves of a 
~~t market 
It is the consumers' c o o ~ v e  that can ofir this service to its brother 
in the fieid of production. He-d not in Oppenheimer's distinction 
between mperatives that purchase and cmperativw that sell-is the 
secret sought by Bemstein: the eq1anation for the invariable failure of 
producers' coo ratives functioning independeatly and their survival 
when they am L e d  by mnrumcrrh organizations 
If it is true that the psibil it im of mist- of iducers '  mperativa 
within cspitahm are bwnd up with the possibilities of existence of con- 
sumers' coo ratives, then the x o  of the f o m r  is Iimitcd, in the most f= r favorable o cases, to the small d market and to the manufacture of 
articles sewing immediate nceds, especially f a d  products. Consurncrs', mnd 
therefoe producers' coopratives, are ucduded from the most important 
branches of capital production--the textile, mining, metallurgical and 
gn roleurn industries, machine construction, lacornotive and s b ~  or this reason alone (forgettin for the momcnt their hybrid 
coogratives in the field of pn&ctian cpnnot bc seriously considered as 
the imnunent of a general social transformation. The etabIishment of 
producers' coo ratives on a wide d e  would suppaw, k t  of all, tbc f= suppiession o thc world market, the breaking u of the prtscnt world 
economy into small l d  spheres of duction an exchange. The highly P $ dcveI.opd, widespread capitalism o our time is expected to fall back to 
the m e k t  economy of the Middle Ages. 
W~thin the framework of presart mi*, producers' cmpcratives are 
limited to the role of simpk anotxes to consumers' cooperatives. It ap- 
pears, therefore, that the latter must be the kginning of the proposed 
saeial change. But this way the w e d  reform of society by means of 
cooperatives ceases to k an offensive against capitalist production. That 
is, it ceases to lx an attack against the principal bam of capitalist economy. 
It kombccomes, instead, a struggle against commercial capita< esp~cidly 4 1  
and midd1e-W commercial capital. It become3 an attack made on the 
twigs of the capitdist tree. 
According to Bernstein, trade unions too, are a means of attack against 
capitalism in the field of production. W e  have atready shown that trade 
*The mopmtive factories of thc lPborcrs th~m~e1ves ment within the old 
ram the hnt ixginning. of the m, dthough ihq r n ~ ?  r q d w e ,  and mWL 
qroducc, evqwbae in heir a c r d  organization all  tbe shortcomings of the pre- 
miling qstm.--C~~pircd, VoI. 111, p. 521. 
I unions m o t  give the workers a determining irdumce over e u c t i ~ .  Trade unions can neither determiae the d i m d o n s  of productron nor tbe 
e n i d  p m g m  of pducti011. 
This much may k said about the p l y  economic side of the "struggle 
of the rate of w a p  against the mtc of pro&" as Bcrmeh &Is the 
activity of the bade union. It daes not take place in the blue of the sky. 
It takes place within + well dcfmed framework of the law of wages. 
The law of wages is not shattered but applied by trade-unim activitp, 
AceordhgtoBemstein,it is fhe trade unions that1ed-k t h t p u a l  
movunent for the d p p t i m  of the working clw-the real ahck 
against the rate of industrial profit. Accordin to , trade d o a p  
h v e  Be d d o r m i n g  the rate of ioL&urri=into of 
wages." The fast is that t d c  unions are least able to ex- m 
nomic offensive against p d t .  Tntde unions are nothing more than tfie 
organid dbensr of h r  p w a  against the attach of profit. Thq ex- 
press the mistawe offered by the working class to the op@m of 
capitalist economy. 
On the o m  hand, trade unions have the f d o n  of iduwdng the 
situation in the labor-power market. But this influence is bdng constantly 
omcome by the proletarianization of the middle Iayers of ow d e t y ,  a 
mcis which codnually brIn new merchandise on the labor market. be vmnd function of the J e vnims b to ameliorate the maditiaa of 
the workus. Tbat is, they attempt to in- the &arc of the social 
wealth going to the working class. Tfiis share, however, is being reduced, 
with the fatality of a natural -, by the growth of the proddviQ of 
tabor. One h n~ need t~ L a Marxist to notice this. lt s& to read 
Rodbertus' IH E x p h i o n  of 3 8  Social Q~e~riotp. 
In ottrer words, the o b j d v e  conditions of capitaIist So;+ transform 
the two economic f d o n s  of he trade unions rnto a sort of labor Sky- 
* b is, mcaheleis, indispensable. For as a m l t  of the activity of RI", " 
's trade unions, the worker  in obtaining for hirnsdf the rate of 
wages due to bim in accordance with the situation of the labor-per 
market. As a result of trade miom adpity, the capitalist law of w a p  is 
applied and the e k t  of thc depress@ tendency of economic develop- 
mmt is pad+, or to bc more exact, is attenuated. 
However, the traasformation of the trade union into an imtmmmt for 
the progrdvt reduction of profit ia favor of wages ptrsupposes the 
following d conditions: first, the cessation of the proletmanidon 
of the middle strata of our s iety ; secondy, a stoppage of h e  gwwtb of 
productivity of labor. W e  have in both cases a retwn ro prec@ikdirl 
conditions. 
Coo ratives and trade unions are beally incapable of transforming he 
cdpil f rd mode of prodrt~ion. This is redly undtrstood by Bernsaia, 
t h e  in a confused manna, For he refers to cwperativcs and M e  
*The mytbofogial king of Corinth wbo in the lower world was ~oadcmned to 
roll to the top of a hill a h u p  stone, which coasmtly roll4 hck & 
Ms Eesk hamsant 
uaions as a means of reducing the profit of the capitalists and thus cn- 
riehin the wodrers. In this way, he renounces the struggle against the 
rndPitht made of produciio~z and attempts m direct the socialist move- 
ment to struggle against "capitalist distribution." * Again and again, 
Bmstein refers to socidism as an dart toward a "jugt," "jusfer and 
still more just" mode of distribution. (Vow~erts ,  March 26, 1899). 
It cannot be denied that the direct cause lading the po ular masses P into the socialist movement is p r a y  the "unjust" mode o distribution 
characleristic of capitalism. When the Social-Democraq struggles for the 
socialization of the entire economy, it aspires therewith aIso to a "just" 
distribution of the sadd wealth. But, p d c d  by Marx's observation that 
the mode of distribution of a given epoch is a natural consequence of 
the mode of proddon of that e , the SociabJ3emocmy does not 
struggle against distdbutim in the P"" ramework of capitalist production. It 
struggles instead for the suppression of capitalist production itself. In a 
word, the Smial-Democracy wants to establish the mode of sdafist dis- 
tribution by suppressing the capitalist mode of production. Bernstein's 
method, on the contrary, pro es to combat the ca itdist mode of dis- 
tdbution in the hope of gra ually atablishing, in $is way, the socialkt 
mode of production. 
r 
What, in that case, is the basis of 3 e m s k h ' s  program for the reform 
of sdety? Does it find su port in d&nite tendencies of capitaIist pm- 
duction? No. In the fint p$ he d a i a  such tendencirn. In the second 
place, the midist transformation of pduaion is for him the efiect and 
not the cause of distcibuti~n. He carnot give his program a materialist 
base, because be has ahad wedrown the aims and the means of the 
movement for socialism, an dY therefore its economic conditions. As a result, 
he is obliged to construct himself an ideaIist base. 
"Why represent socialism as the conquence of economic compulsion?" 
he corn lains. "Why degrade man's understanding, his feeling for justice, 
his w b "  (Vorwmrrr, 26th of Much, 1899). Bemtcin'r superlatively 
just dislribution is to bt attained thanks to man's free will, man's will 
acting not because of economic n-ity, since this will itself is only an 
instrument, but because of man's comprehension of justice, because of 
man's ided of justice. 
We thus quite happily return to the principie of justice, to the old war 
hone on wbrch the reformers of the earth have rocked for ages, for the 
Iack of surer means of historic transportation. W e  rehun to that lament- 
ublc Rosinante on which the Don Quixotes of history bave gaUo ed 
toward the great reform of thc A, always to mme home w i h  Jeir 
eges bldened. 
Tht relation of the p i  to the rich, taken as a base for sorialism, the 
riaciple of coo~ration as the content of socialism, the "most just distri- hen" as its am, md the idea of justice as its only historic legit idon 
-with how much more force, more wit and more fire did Weitling dc- 
*The rtrm used by Bernstcin tu &mibe the ;illmt~un uf rhr total nlcial w d t h  
to the several sections of capitalist socictg, 
C fend that sort of d s m  ffty y m  ago. However, that @us of a t d o r  did not know scientik sodatism. If today the conception torn into bits by Marx and Eagtls a half century aga is patched up and pmmted to the rolehiat as ehe last word of sociai science, that, too, a the art 
of a t 2 ' or, but it has nothing of p i u s  about it. 
points of support for 
condition is the growth 
of political r e d o n  are to 
I He considers hem accidental, m m c n t q ,  
to be consided in the elahration of the 
general directives of the labor movement. 
To Bmtein,  democrary is an hcvitabIe stage in the 
miety. To him, as to the bourgeois hmtiidans of 
is the great fundamental: law of historic k l o  P which is sewed by all the forca of political li e. However, W s  
thesis is completely false. Presented in this absolute form, it a p p n  as a 
petty-bourpis ouIgarizatim of the resdts of a verg short phase of hour- 
geais dwefopmmt, the last twenty-five or thirty years. We d entirely 
different d u s i o n s  when we examine the historic dwelopmcnt of dun- 
- a little closer and consider at the same time the general weal 
history of capitalism. 
Democracy bas been found in the most dissimilar social formations; in 
primitive communist grou , in the sl&e states of aatiquity and in the 
medieval communes. An k‘ similarly absolutism and constitutional mm- 
d y  are to be found under the most varied economic orders. When 
capitalism began, as ibc first production of commodities, it ttsorted to a 
democratic constitution in the municipal communes of the Middle Ages. 
Later, when it developi to manufacturing, capitalism found ib corrcs- 
p n d i n g p c a l  form in the absolute monarchy. Finally, as a d e ~ e l o p d  
industria economy, it brought into bein in France, the democratic re- f public of 1793, the absolute monarchy o Napoleon I, the noble' mon- 
archy of the Ilestoration period (181 5-1 830), the bourgeois constitutional 
m o n d y  of Louis-Philippe, thm again the demacratic republic, and again 
the monarchy of Napoleon IN, aad finally, for the third time, the Re P~" Tn Grmany, the only tmIy democratic institution-universal s rage 
is not a conqwst won by bourgeois likralism. Universal suffrage in Gu: 
many was an instrument for the fusion of the small States. It is only in 
this sense that it has any importance for the deveiopment of the Gcrmoln 
bourgeoisie, which is otherwise quite satisfied with a semi-feudal c&- 
tutional monarchy. In Russia, capitalism prosped for a long time under 
the regime of oriental absolutism, without havmg the bourgmisie d c s t  
the Ieast desire in the world to intduce demm-aq. In Austria, u n i d  
suffrage was above dI a safety line thrown to a foundering and d m -  
sing monarchy. In BeIgium, the conquest of universal s d q  by the Gr mavmmt was lmdoubtedly due to ihe w h e s s  of the l d  mili- 
tarism, and corwquentIy to the specid geographc and litical situation 
tr of the country. But we have here a "bit of democracy" at has been won 
not by the burgmisie but agk11~1 it. 
The unintermpd oicbrp of dcmocracg, which to our revisionism, a* 
well: as to bourgeois libdim, appcats as a great fundamtntal Iaw of 
human history and, especially, of modern history, is shown, upon doser 
examination, to be a phantom. No absolute and p e r d  iefahon can be 
ronstructed betwm~ capitallst development and dcmmacy. The 
form of a given country is always tbc result of the composite o all the 
existing litid factors, domestic as well as foreign. It admits within its 
limito IIPOLiationr of the rra~e, fran &solute monatcty to the d m -  
cratic republic. 
We must h d o u ,  therefore, dl hope of establishing democracy as a 
g c n d  law of bistoric developmt, even within the framework of 
modem mi*. Turning to the present phase of burgeois society, we 
observe here, too, piilical factors which, instead of assuring the dization 
of Bemstein's dam,  Itad rather to thc by h p h  soci- 
ety of the d e m d c  conquestg won up to now. 
Dcnaocratic h & t r r t i U  this is of the greatest sigdkmu+have 
compl&ly exhuskd he ir  function as aids in the dtveIo ment of bour- L p i s  sccictg. In so fu as they were neceSSBry to bring t the fusion 
of small Statcs and the d o n  of large modern States (Germmy, Italy), 
they are no longer indispensable at present. Economic deveIopmcnt has 
meanwhile effmed an h m d  orgwc cicatrization. 
The same thing aan bc said concerning the transformation of the entire 
political and administrative Saate machinerg from feudal or semi:feudal 
mechsnism to capitalist mtcbaaism. While this transformation has btul 
hisroridly i n q a d l e  from the dmlopmat of democracy, it has been 
realized t d a y  to such an &ent that the purely democratic rcdients" 
"T of swicty, such as universal &rage and the republican State orm, may 
be s u p p d  without having the a h i n k a t i o n ,  the State finances, or the 
military orpization find it n m q  to return to tbe forms they had 
before the March Revolution.* 
If liberalism as such is now absolutely useless ta bourgeois society, it 
hs become, on the other hand, a direct impcdmcnt to capitalism from 
oehtr standpoints. Two factors dominate completely the political life of 
conkmprary States: world politics and the Iabor movement. Each is 
only a difXercnt aspea of the p r m t  hase of wpitdist development. 
As a mdt of the ddopment of & world economy and the aggrava- 
tion and generalization of competition on the world market, militarism 
and the policy of big navies have become, as instrumeats of world politics, 
a decisive factor in the interior as well a9 in the &or Iife of the great 
States. If it is tme that world politics and miliwism represent a rising 
tendency in the preseat phase of capitalism, thm bourgeais democracy 
must logically move in a dcxending line. 
Ia Germany, the era of great ammmt, begun in 1893, and the policy 
of world liticr, inaugurated with the seizure of WCheou ,  were paid 
for ma&dy with the loUowing suti6cial vinim: the demmption 
*The German icrdution of 1848, which struck an'dcctive bluw against the 
ftudal institutions in Gtrmany. 
of l i h ~ l h ,  the deflation of the Center Party, w h i  passed from o p p  
sition to government. The recent e1ectiom to the Reichstag of 1907, 
unroiling under the sip of the German colonial policy were at the same 
time the historical bunal of German libcdhm 
If foreign politics ush the bowgeoisie into the arms of &on, this 
is no Jess true abut i omestic politirs--th& to the rise of the workin 
class. Bernsdn shows that he recognizes this when hc makes +t mi f -
democratic "legend," which "wants to swallow e v ~ g g ' - i n  other 
words, the socialist efforts of h c  workin class-respnsible for tbe de- d8 sertion of the I i b d  bourgeoisie. He a vises the proletariat to disavow 
its socialist aim, so that the mortally frightened Iiberals migbt m e  wt 
of &e mousehole of reaction. Making the s u p p d o n  of the sodalist labor 
movement an essentiaI condition for tbe pmemtion of hour@ dun- 
ocracy, he proves in a striking manner hat this demworcy is in complete 
contradiction with the inner tendency of devdopmant of the preseat w- 
ciety. He proves at the same time that the socialist movanmt is itseIf 
a direc~ prodsrc~ of this tendency. 
But he proves, at the same time, still h e r  thing. By making tht 
renouncement of tbe socialist aim an essential condition of the r e s u r d o n  
of bourgeois democraq, be shows how inexact is tht daim that boa 
democracy is an indispdde condition of the racialist movement an= 
victory of socialism, Bermtein's reasoning exhaustr helf in a viaous 
circle. His cdus ion  swalIows his praniscs. 
The solution is quite simple. In view of the fact that bour@s fiber- 
a m  has given up its ghost f m  fear of the v i n g  Iabor rnovQnent 
and its h a 1  a h ,  we conclude tirat ffie &di& labor movement is today 
the only support for that which is not the goal of tbe socialist movement 
-danocracy. We must conclude that d~mocracp can have no other sup- 
rt. W e  must condude that the sodalist movement is not bound to 
~ ~ r g e o i a  demmsrcy, but that, on the contrary, the fate of demaracy is 
bound with the h a l i s t  movement. W e  must condude from tbis that 
democracy does not acquire- greater chmm of life in the meuswe that 
the working class renounces the strugglt for its emancipation, but tbat, on 
the contrary, democracy acquires greater chances of survival as the socialist 
movement become sukiently strong to struggle against the reactionary 
cons uences of world politics and the bourgeois desertion of demwq. 
H e  w 7 o w d d  -@hen democracy should want to streagthen and not 
weaken the &t movement. He who renounces the struggIe for so- 
cialism renounces bath h e  labor movement and democracy. 
CONQUEST OF POLITICAL POWER 
HE fate of democracy is bwnd up, we have seen, with the fate of the Tlhr movemat. ~ u t  does the development of democracy render 
superfluous or irnpossibIe a proletarian mlution,  that is, the conqutst of 
the political power by the workers? 
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&mutein settles &e u d o n  by wei&ing minutely the good and bad 
sides of social reform an 1 social mIution. He docs it h o s t  in the same 
maaner in which chumon ox is waghcd cut in a consumers' co- 
ntive store. ~e sea b 'w courst of historic dtvtlo ment as 
action of m'intclli-,'D while the revolutionary mum o ! historic 
d e w l o ~ m t  is for him the action of "feeling." Reformist activity, he 
mom as a slow method of historic progress, revolution as a rapid 
metfiod of progress. In legidation he sees a methodie force; in revolution. 
- 
a 
~ & - ~ o K c .  
e haw known for a long time that the petty-bourgeois reformer finds 
"god" and "bad" sides in evergthing. He nibbles a bit at all grasses. 
But the red course of events is little &ected by such combinstions. The 
carefuI1y gathered little pile of the "good side? of all things possible 
m l I a p  at the 6rs.t aIi of history. HistoricatIy, legislative reform and 
thc revoiutionary meCh on! function in accordance with influences that are 
much more profound thaa the consideration of the advantages or incon- 
vatimcs of one method or another. 
In the history of bourgeois society, Icgislative reform served to 
s t w m  progressive1 the rising class till the latter was sdcicntlp 
strong to SUPF pfjtic a! p e r ,  to suppress the existing juridical system, 
and to construct itself a new one. Bemstcin, hundering against the con- 
quest of poIitid power as a theory of Bhnquist viotmce, has the mis- 
fortune of la&lting as a Blanquist error that which has atways been the 
pivot and the motive f o m  of human history. From the first appearance of 
cIass societies having the class struggle as the essentiaI content of their 
history, the conqutst of political power has been the aim of all rising 
clas~w. Hue is the starting point aad end of every historic period. This 
cam k sscen in the long struggle of the htin peasantry against the hm- 
cicrs and nobility of ancient Rome, in the struggle of the medieval PO- 
bility &nst the bishops and in the strugelc of the artisans against the 
nobles, in the cities of the Middle Agts. In more modern times, we set 
it in thc struggle of the bourpisie against feudalism. 
Legislative reform and revolution are not different methods of historic 
dweloprnent that can be picked out at pleame from the counter of his- 
tory, just as one chooses hot or cold sausages. Legislative reform and revoiu- 
tion are differmt f d o r s  in the development of class society. They condition 
and complem~t each other, and are at the same time miprocaIly exclusiw, 
as arc the north and south poles, the bourpisie and the proletariat. 
Eve y legal constitution is the product of a revolution. In the history of 
d m w ,  revolution is the act of piiticd creation, while legislation is the 
litid expression of the lift of a society that has alreadycome into beiag. 
k r k  for reform d m  not contain its own force, independent from rcve 
lution. During every historic period, work for refom is carried on only 
in the d i d o n  given to it by the irn of the last revoIution. and con- 
tinues as long as the impuIsion of r e Iast revolution continues to make 
i h U  felt. Or, to put it more concreteIy, in each historic period work for 
reforms is carried on only in the framework of the social form created by 
h e  Iast mIution. Here is the kernel of the problem. 
It is contrarg to histoy ta repmuit work for do- as a long-drawn 
out revolution and molution as a m d d  scrim of reform. A d 
t ~ s f o r m ~ o n  a d a legislatiw reform do not differ according to their 
dudon  but according to their mmt. The secret of historic change 
&rough the utilktion of pliticd u midm precisely in the tram- 
f-atim of limple ~ a m t i v e  mGWIS into r - +it): or ta 
;"" more concretdy, m the passage of an historic pried from one given orrn of society to anorher. 
That is why ple who pronounce t h d w  in favor of tfie metbod 
icgisxative E m  in pivr in ronna~i~iimtion ro the ma- 
of l i t i d  power and social revolution, do not dip ch- a more 
qu$dmcr and slower road to the ~atr god, but a di@& gad. In- 
st& of taking a stand for the establishment of a new timi* thcy bke a 
stand fot sutfacc mOdibtioru of the old d a y .  If we follow t h e e ;  
d conceptions of rwisionism, we arrive at the same odusion 
reached when we fol law the economic theories of h i o n i s m .  Our p- 
gram becomes not the d d m  of ~oc idsm,  but the refonn of c ~ ~ p z t d -  
L i ~ m ;  not the sup rcssion of the system of wage h r ,  but the diminution 
of exploitation, $at is, the suppression of the .buses of npitdirm i-d 
of the su prcssim of ca ' u r n  itself. 
Docs t! e reciprocal r k lc of le&Mve reform and mlution apply oaly 
to thc class struggles of tbe past? Is it sibk that now, rrs a mult of 
Y the society ddoclopmcnt fr m o e d historic the baugcak hasc to j u r i d i s F a n ,  mother l d o q ~  tbc to f d 0 ~ 1  leg is la ti^ of d g  reform, 
and that the mnquat d f&e pwer by thc p l & t  bas mlIy k- 
"an mpQ phrase," as &ro&sn put it? 
Thc very 0ppOgia is true. What distiaguishw bourgeois from 
&K c h  satieties - f m  ancient d md from thc d a I  order of 
L the Middle Agw? Pieddy the fact that 3 ass d&an does not r a t  on 
I 
1 "quired  ri d' but on rad economic rahionf-the fact that w a p  Iabor 
is not a juri f$ 'caf &tion, but purcl an economic relation. In our juridid 
there is not a single legal I omruia for the class domination of to- 
y. The few rcmainiq trace of such formula of doss domination art r 
(as that concerning servants), survivds of feudaI sdq. 
How can wage sla- & suppressed the "lcgislatlve warnp," if wage 
s l a w  is not expressed in laws? &mstein, who 4 d  do away with 
capitalism by means of legislative dorm, hds himself in the same dm- 
tion as Ouspensky's Russian polierman who tells: "Quickly I s a d  the 
mscal, by the colht! But what do I see? The confoundd fellow bas no 
collar!" And that is p d y  Bernstein's d B d t y .  
"All previous &etim were b a d  on an antagonism bctwsen aa op 
pressing class and an o p p r d  dass" (Commnni~t Mdtlife~to). But ~II 
the prceeding phases of d m  i & y ,  this pn was t x p d  in 
W y  d&ned juridical relations and e s p d l ~  lxcausc of 
h t ,  m r d ,  to a certain extent, a lace to new ~~ w i b  tht fmme P work of tbt old. "In the midst o serfdoan, the serf mistd him& to the 
r d  of a merabu of &c towu community" ( C o m m t d ~ t  iMmf#s:o). 
How was that made pible? It was made passiblt by the progdvlc 
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suppression of all feudal privileges in the environs of the city: the corvk 
the right to special diess, the inheritance Lax, the lord's claim to the best 
cattle, the p~rsonal evy, marriage under duress, the right to succession, etr., 
which all togetha constituted widom. 
In the same wa the small bourgeoise of the Middle Ages succeeded in 
rising i U f ,  w d  it was still under the yoke of feudd h l u t i s m ,  to the 
rank of bourgeoisie (Commrrwist Mmriferro) . By what means? By means 
of the formal partial suppression or complete loosening of the corporative 
bonds, by the progressive transformation of the fiscal administrat~on and 
of the army. 
Consequently, when we consider the question from the abstract view- 
int, not from the historic viewpoint, we can imagine (in view of the Ln dru re~atirrn) a legal passage, nording to m e  reformist mdod, 
from feudai society to bourgeois society. But what do we see in reality? In 
reality, we set that legal reforms not only did not obviate the seizure of 
political wcr by the bourgeoisie, but have, on the contrary, prepared for S" it and Ie to i t  A formal social-political transformation was indispensable 
for the abolition of slavery as well as fat the complete suppression of 
feudalism. 
But the situation is entirely differmt now. No law obliges the pro- 
letariat to submit itseIf to the yoke of capitalism. Poverty, the Iack of 
means of production, obliges the proletariat to submit itself to the yoke of 
ca italism. And no law in the world can give to the proletariat the means P o production while it remains in the framework of bourgeois society, for 
not laws but economic development have tom the means of production 
from the producers' possession. 
And neither is the expIoitation inside the system of wage l h r  based 
on Iaws. The lwel of wages is not fixed by legislation, but by economic 
factors. The phenomwn d capitalist exploitation does not rest on -a  
led disPos ition, but on the purely economic fact that labor-power plays in tbis e~ oitation the r8le of a merchandise possessing, among other char- 
acteristics, the agreeable quality of roducing value-more than the 
vduc it consumes in the form of the i' aboreras means of subsistence. In 
short, the fundamental relations of the domination of the capitalist dus 
cannot be transformed hy means of legislative reforms, on the basis of 
capitdist miety, because these relations have not been introduced by bour- 
geois laws, nor have t h q  received the form of such laws. Apparently 
Bemstein is not aware of this, for he speaks of "sociafist reforms. ' On the 
other hand, he seems to express implicit recognition of this when he 
writes on page 10 of his book that "the economic motive acts freely to- 
day, whiIt formerly it was masked by all kinds of ieIatim of domination, 
by dI som of ideology." 
It is one of the peculiarities of the capitalist order that within it dl the 
elements of the future society first sume, in their development, a form 
not approaching socialism but, on the contrary, a form moving more and 
more away from socidism. Production hkes on a regressively increasing Y said character. But under what form is the &a character of capitakt 
pduction expressed? It is expressed in the form of the large enterprise, 
in the form of the sbarp-bfding concern, h c  cartel, within which the 
capitalist mtagonisms, capitalist exploitation, the oppression of l h r -  i power, are augmented to the extreme. In the m y ,  capitalist dmtapment leads to the extension of obligatory : military service, to the reduction of the time of service, and consequently, 
1 to a &a1 a p p d  to a ppular militia, But all of this takes place un- 
der the £om of modem miI~rarism, in which the w a t i o n  of the people 
by the militarist State and the class character of the Skate manif& them- 
selves most clearly. 
In the held of politicat relations, the dwelo ment d democracy brings 
- in the measure that it fiads a Eavorable soi ! -the participation of all 
popular strata in political life, and, ronsequmtly, some sort of "people's 
State." But this parrticipon takes the form of bourgeais rliamenbrism, 
in which class antagonrsms and class domination are not ? one away with, 
but are, m the contrary, displayed in the open. ExactIy because capidkt 
development moves through these contradictions, it is rteressary to e x t m  
the kernel of saiaIist society f r m  its capitalist shell. Exactly for this rea- 
son must the proletariat seize political power and suppras compielely the 
capitalist system. 
Of course, Bemstein draws other codusions. If the development of 
demacracy leads to the aggravation and not to the lessening of capitalist 
antagonism, "the Social-Democracy," he answers us, "in order not to 
render its task more digcult, must not hinder aocfal reform and he work- 
ing of demmtic institutions." Indeed, that would be the right thing 
to do if the SociaI-Democracy found to its taste, in the p e t p b p i s  
manner, the futile task of pi&g for ilrelf a11 the 
and r e j w  the bad sides of history. However, in 
the same time, "try to stop*' ca itatigm in general, for here is no doubt 
that the latter is the rascal pacing f dl these obstecles in the way of 
sacidism, But, capitalism furnishes besides the O ~ S I M ~ @ . F  atso the only 
poisibiii~ie~ of realizing the midist program. The same can be said about 
h=w. 
If dmocracy has become superAuw or annoyiag to the bourgeoisie, it 
is on the contrary necessary and indispensable t5 the workin CIS. It is 
necessary ta the working c l w  because it creates the politid £oms (ru- 
tonom~ls admidstratian, electoral alights, e.) whid~ wiU serve the pro- 
Ietarkt m fulcrum in its task of transforming bourgeoh , Drmoc- 
is hduBsll sable to thr working class, hnw only t h z  the exer- cise of its eemocratic rights, in h e  struggle for detn~racy, ran the PEO- 
lctariat k o m e  aware of its c l w  interests and its historic t&. 
In a word, demacmcy is indrsgcnsafiIe not because it renders superfluous 
the conquest of political power by the proletariat, but because it renders 
this conquest of cr both fpecess~y and possibl@. When Ea r preface to the U s Strrr gies irr Prdtice revised tbe ~ c s  
ern lrbor movement m f  urged the legal struggle as o p p d  L tbe 
barricade, he did not have in mind-this comes wt of every h e  of the 
preface-the question of a dekite conquest of political power, but the 
contemporq daily -1e. He did not have in mind the attitude that the 
ptofetariat must take toward the capitalist State at the time of its seizure 
of power, but the attitude of the proletariat while in the bounds of thc 
capitalist W. BDg& was giving directions to the prdetariat oppressed, 
and not to the mletariat victorious. 
On the other k. d, Marx's well hown sentence on the agrarian qucs- 
in Y and (Bemstein 1- on it heavily), in which he sa : ' W e  shall pmb ly succeed evier by buying the ntnter of the landlo$'* d a r  
not refer to the stand of the proletariat befire, but  aft^ its victory. For 
them evidently can be a qqttm of buying the property of the old domi- 
nant dass only when the wokas ate in 
by Marx is that of the paci c exercise of the f and not tht rcpIaccmcat o the dictatorship 
There was no doubt for Molrx and Engels 
the prafctariat con wr political power. It is left to Bernstein to consider 1 the cry-yard o baurgeois pliamtntarism as the organ by mans 
of w we are to realize he most formidable socid tiansformoltion oC 
history, rbs par~age fmm rapiralist sociuly to rocidIism. 
Bernstcin introduces his theory by warning the proletariat against the 
dsn of +ring power tm earIy. That is, according to Bernstkn, the 
pm&Pnriat ought to leave thc bourpiir swiJaictg in  its present condition md 
IW d e r  a frightful defeat. If the prolelariat came to power, it could 
draw fm h t e i n ' s  theory the following "practical" conclusion: to go 
to slcep. His theo condemns the proIetariat, at the most decisive mo- 
ments o€ the stntgg 7 e, to inactivity, to a passive betrayal of its own cause. 
Our rogram would be a miserable scrap of paper if it could not serve 
us in mcnhsUtier, a JI moments of the struggle, uld if it did not 
its appl icdi~n and not by its non-application. If our program 
contains %. e tormuIa of the historic development of society from capital- 
ism to midism, it must also formulate, in a11 its characteristic funda- 
mends, all the transitory plum of his development, and it should, con- 
squently, be able to indicate to the proletariat what ought to k its corm- 
spnding action at we moment on h e  road toward socialism. There can 7 be no time for the pro etariat when it will k obliged to abandon its pro- 
gram or be abandoned bp. it. 
Practically, this is -fated in the fact hat there can be no time when 
the proietariat, placed in power by thc force of events, is  not in the con- 
dition, or is not morally obliged, to take certain measure for the d i m *  
tioa of its rugram, that is, take transitory measuta in the dtaaion of 
s o d h .  fchind the belief that the swicinlist pmg- can collapse mm- 
M at my point of the dictatorship of the rolelariat lurks the otber 
&lidthat he ~oridi.t~ progrm b. gmrrdiy an 1 d dl timer, unrralimble. 
And what if thc transitory measures are premature? The question hides 
a grat number of mistaken ideas consemlng the real c~lrse of a social 
transfodon. 
In the hst  place, the seizure of political power by the prolehriat, that 
is to say by a large popular class, is not: produced artihcially. It p u p -  
poses (with the exception of such cases as the Paris Commune, when 
I power was not Obtained by the m1ekiat after a conscious struggle fox its goal, but fell into its hands, &e a g d  tbirig abandoned by evcqh ly  else) a dehite degree of -ty of economic and patitical. rckiotls. Huc we have the @a1 differma between mps &&at along B h q i ' s  -on, which are eccompIished by an "active minority," and burst out hkc p-1 shots, dwap inopportuaeIy, and the eon acst of politicat 1 p e r  by a gat coasnous popular mm, which can on y be the product of the dccom sition of bourgeois d e t y  and thercf~re hear$ ia itself the economic .n8Opfiticsl 1cgitimatim of its op rtune n p p m c e .  If, therefore, considered from the angle o P" plitid dect, the conquest 
had powu by the worlung dars caanot mottrialhe itself 'boo 
eor Of P" yaw then ' fm.tht  angle of conservation of power, the praaaturr ~ I U -  
tim, the thought ~f which keeps Bernstein awake, rncaaccs us tiltE a 
swod of Damwles. A g d  that neither prayers nor su plication, ncitha 
snues nor any amount of an@h, are of any a t i l .  An this for two wrg 
simple rrasolls. 
B 
In the fiftt h e ,  it is impossible to imagine that a transfodm as & formidable as c pafssge frwn capitah d d y  to s o c i ~  d e t y  a n  k 
r e d i d  in one bappy act. To consider that as p & l e  is a@ to l e d  
color to c(#~ceptions that are dearly Bhquist. The s&dist &ofOf 
d o n  sup a hq and stubborn stmggie, in the course of WW L is 
tc p S t h e  proletariat will r r p u ~  more omc, so Uut th 
m e ,  fmm the viewpoint of the ruul outcome of the strug& it will 
have n-y come to pwer "too early." 
La the m n d  place, it wd be i m p h I e  to avoid the 'premahw" m- 
quest of State power bp. the proletanat r e d d y  kause these ''prumtwe'' P attach of the prokctanat constitute a actor, and indeed a v q  imporcltnt 
factor, cmting the poW conditions of the hl victory. In the - 
of Iht political crisls &ccomp"ying its seizure of p e r ,  in the murse 
d the 1 and stubborn shggles, the proletariat w d  =quire he 
of polih~mabuity p i t t i n g  it to obtain in timc a definitive sidorg of 
the iev01utim. ThuS these "prematue" actadcs of t& theletuiat against 1 du Snt .  p e r  are in themxlva important historic Lrs helping M make and determine the point of the definitive Vichy. Considertd 
1 fmm this vicarpoir& the idea of a "ptunatwe" mnq- of politid 
I by the l a b o h  dw ap to k a political h r d i  & r i d  P" a K a  m* conception 0 Le t~ev+ment of raicty, an psi- 
for tht viaoy of the c1BSS struggle a point fixed o~tside and indepdsr~1  
E ofkclass-@. Since t h e y  is not in the pition to snix pfitiul power in an other way an *.p~unuurrly,** since the proletariat is absolvtcly 4 to sdte pwcr  once or several W "'tm early" hfort it caa 
itself in power for g d ,  the objdon to the ''prcmnluxe" con* af 
power is at boptom nothing more than s generd oppo~i~jotp $0 #be 
arpirdfon of the prohatid to po~$&m dff of Sl !o povar. ust as d 
r o d  lead to  om, so, too, do we Iogically arrive at the &th.t 
ehe misioolist propal ta siight the l id aim of the &&st movanmt 
is reafIy a w o n  to renounce the swiPlist movement W. 
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COLLAPSE 
ERNSTEIN began his revision of the Social-Demmracg by abandon- B ing the t h e ~ l  of capitalist coIIap.c. The latter, however, is the cor- 
ner-stone of scientific socialism. Rejecting it, Bernstein also rejects the 
whoIe doctrine of d a l i s m .  In fhe course of hi discussion, he abandons 
one after mother of the positions of sociaIistn in order to be abIe to main- 
tain his frrst ~ o a .  
Witbout he collapse of mpitalism the expropriation of the capitalist 
class is impossible. Bernstan therefore reounces expropriation and 
choosw a progressive realization of the "cooperative prinaple" as the aim 
of the labor movement. 
But cooperation can not be realized within capitalist proddon, 
kmstein, thutfoie, renounces the socialization of production, and 
merdy proposes to reform commerce and to develop consumers' coopera- 
tives. 
But the transformation of society through consumers' cooperatives, even 
by means of trade unions, is immpatib1t wih the real material develop- 
ment of capitalist society. Therefore, Bermkin abandons the materialrst 
conception of bistotg. 
But his conception of the march of economic deveIopment is  inrom- 
patible with the Marxist theory of surplus-value. Therefore, Bernstein 
abandons the tbeory of value and surplus-vaIue and, in this way, the 
whole economic system of Kad Mam. 
But the struggle of the proletariat ran not be carried on without a 
given final aim and without an economic base found in the existing so- 
ciety. Bernstein, therefore, abandons the elm strugglc and speaks of 
reconciliation with bourpis liberalism. 
- 
But in a class society, the class struggle is a natural and unavoidable 
phmiomenon. Bernskin, therefore, contests even the existence of dasses 
in society. The working class is for him a mass of individuals, divided 
politically and intellectually, but also economically. And the bourgeoisie. 
according to him, does not group itself pditicdy in accordance with its 
inner economic interest, but ody because of exterior pressure from abwe 
and below. 
But if there is no economic base fdr the c h  struggle and, if, conse- 
uently, there ate no dasses in our sorietp, not only the future, but even 
k c  past ih~ggles ,  of the mletariat against the bourgeoisie appear to be 
i m p i b l e  and the Social- b em- and its succ~sscs seem absolutel~ in- 
comprehensible, or they can be understood only as the results of polxtical 
rcssure by the government-that is, not as the a a t d  consequences of 
Loric development but as the formitnu consequences of the palicy of 
the Hohenzollem; not as the legitimate offspring of capitalist society, 
but as the bastard children of reaction. Rigorously logical, in this re- 
spect, Betostein passes from the materialist conception of history to the 
outlwk of the Frankfurter Zsitwrg and the Vossicbe Zeitn~~g. 
After rejecting tbc s o c i a  crit.idsm of mpi- sod*, it is crsg h 
Eermtcin to find the present sbtc of afiFaiff &ac&ty4  least In i 
general way. Bemsteh d m  aot hesitate. He di;rcoP.ers that at &t pew 
ent time reaction is nat veig strong in Germany, that "we mot s p k  
of political &on in the countries of Westem Bump,'' and that in dl 
the countries of the Wet "the attitude of the boutgmh c l w  t o w d  
the mialist movement is at most an attitude of deftasc but not ow of 
oppression" (Vmderlr, 26th of mch, 1899). Far fsom komhg 
worse, the situation of the workers is getting W. Indeed, he bour. 
geoisie is politically p r o p i v e  and modiy sane. W e  canaot 
ciher of reaction or oppression. It is all for the best in the best o all 
possible worlds. . . . 
"p"
Bernstein thus tmvek in logical sequence from A to 2. He began by 
abandonia the final ainl and supposedIy keeping the mwtmcnr. But os 
there cnn L no -disk movement without a aim, he en& 
renouncing the movemetrt. 
And thus Bernstein's conception of socialism coLTapsm eatirely, Tfac I mud md admirable symmetric construction. of socialist thought become 
!or him a pile of rubbish, in which the debris of all systems, the piem 
of thought of various great and small minds, hd a common rdng place. 
Marx and Pmudhon, Leon von Bucb aud F r m  Op 'mm, Friedrich 
a r t  buge  and Kant, Herr Prolwpoviaeh and Dr. e 'tkr ww Neu 
Hcrhcr md Schulxe-Gamemitt, hssallt ond Prof- Jdus  WOE 
contribute something to Bernstein's s y s b ,  F m  each he takes a little. 
Thue is nothing astonishing about that, For when he abandoned seith- 
tific socialism, he lost the axis of i a k l I d  crystallization around which 
isolated facts gmup themselves in the or@ whole of a coherent con. 
ce#m of the world. 
His doct&tp composed of bits of all p i M t  system, seems lrpon first 
consideration, to be compkdy free from prejudim, For -in docs I not like of "party rcience," or to be more csact, of class uience, any 
more than he likes to talk of class hralism or &ss morality, He &inks 
he succeeds in expmsing human, g m d ,  abstract science, abstract liberal- 
ism, &track morali* But since the sod* of reality is made up of c h i s ,  
which have diametricaIly opposed inlcrests, aspirations and conceptions, a 
general human science in social: quatiom, an abstract I W i s m ,  an ab- 
m morajiq, arc at prcsen~ ill.us1oas, te utopia. Thc sci-, the de- 
macracy, the morality, considered by Emstein as rerd, human, i re  
mereIy the dominant science, dominant demwmy an dominant modity, 
p that is, bourgeois sdencc, bourgeois democracy, bourgeois moralitp. 
When Bunstein rej- the d M n e  of Marx in order to I m a  by the tenthings of ~retaao, Bwhm-Bnwcrk, Jwons, Say and Julius 
WON, he exmanges the &&fie of the emancipation of the working 
class for the apo10getics of the bourgeoisie. When he speaks of the gcncr- 
ally human character of liberalism and transforms socialism into a variety 
I of liberalism, he deprim the jobdist movement (gcnetdiy) of its class character, and consquentIy of its historic content, coawqutntly of aU content; and conversely, rcmpiw tbt dass representing liberalism in 
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history, he bourgeoisie, as the champion of the general interests of 
humanity. 
And when he wars against "raising of the materid factors to the rank 
of ao all-powerful force of dwdopment," when he protests against the 
so-called "contm t for the ideal" that is su posed to ruie the Social- i Democracy, when c presumes to talk for id af ~sm, for morals, pronounc- 
ing himself at the same time against the only source of the moral rebirth 
of the rofetariat, a revolutionary dass struggbhe does no more than 
the fol f owin p r e d  to the working dass the uintessence of the mo- 
rality of the urp i s i e ,  that is, reconciliation wi % the existing social or- 
der and the transfer of the hopes of the proletariat to the limbo of ethical 
simulacra. 
Whcn he directs his keenest arrows against our diaIcctic system, he is 
redy  attacking the specific mode of thought employed by the conscious 
p m 1 ~  in its struggle for liberation. It is an attempt to h d  the 
sword that has helped the proletariat to ierce the darkness of its future. 
It is an attempt to shatter the intellectua I arm with the aid of which the 
proletaria[, though materially under the yoke of the b r p i s i e ,  is yet 
enabIed to triumph over the bourgeoisie. For it is our dialectical system 
that shows to the working class the transitory charact:r of this yoke, prov- 
ing to the workers the inevitability of their viciory, and is already r d i z -  
ing a revolution in the domain of thought. Saying gd-bye  to our system 
of dialectics, and resorting instead to the i n t e l l b d  see-saw of the well 
known "on one hand -on the other hand," "yes -- but," "although - 
however," "more - less," ek., he quite logidly  lapses into a mode of 
thought that belongs historically to &the bourgeoisie in decline, being the 
faithful intellectual reflection of the social existence and political activity 
of the bourgeoisie at that stage. The polit id "on one hand--on the 
other band," "yes-and but" of the bourgeoisie of today resembles in a 
marked degree Bernstein's manner of thinking, which is the sharpest and. 
surest p m f  of the bourgeois nature of his conception of the worId. - 
But, as it is used by Bernstein, the word "burgmid' itself is not a 
dass ex ression but a general &a1 nation. Logical to the end he has ex- 
chmgcd: together with his science, politio, mods  and mode of thinking, 
the historic language of the proletariat for that of the bourgeosie. When 
he uses, without distinction, the term "citizen" in referenee to the b u r -  
p i s  as well as to the pmlctarian, intending, thereby, to refer to man 
in general, he identifies man in general with the bourgeois, and human 
society with bourgeois society. 
OPPORTUNISM IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 
ERNSTEINS book is of great importance to the German and the in- B nMtiod labor movement. It is the Erst & q t  to give n theoretic 





"These currents may aid to have misted for a long time in our move- 
ment, if we take into such sporadic manifestdons of oppor- 
tunism as the of steamers. But it is only SIUCC 
h u t  1890, with the suppression of the anti-Socialist laws, that we have 
bad a trend of op rhrnism of a dearly &ed character, Vollmfn's 
"We S o c i a h "  g.vate on L e  8.varian budget, the *'.gmdan d- 
ism" of South Germany, Eleine's p l i q  of c o m ~ a t i o g  Sehippel's stand 
on tariffs and militarism, are the high points IU the development of our 
oppoitunist practice. 
What appars to characterize this m c e  h v e  all? A c a t a h  h- 
tility to "'theory." This is quite natural, for our "hemy," that is, the 
principles of suentific socialism, impose c h r l y  marlted h h t i ~ l l ~  to pr~c- 
tical activity-insofar as it concerns tbt aims of this activity, the mtaas 
used in attaining these aims, and the mcthod em lo@ in this 
It is quite n d p p I e  who nm dter d i u e  "pnainl.' &ts. 
to want to free th yes from such Iimi&tions and to render theit prw- 
tice indepmdent of our " ~ , "  
However, this o u t l d  is refuted by every attempt to apply it in d t y .  
State smidism, agrarian socialism, h e  policy of compensation, the 
question of the army, all cotlstituted d e f d  to our opportuaism. It is 
clear W, if this ntrrent is to maintain itself, it must try to d&my the 
rinciples of out theotg and elaborate a theory of its own. knstdn's 
~ k U p d J ~ d f O & i O ~ ~ O a . T h r t k ~ h ~ * ~ S b & ~  
opporhznist elmmb in our party immediately grouped t h d v c s  about 
Bemstein's bmner. If the opportunist mrents in the practical activity of 
our B C ~  an entirely natural phenomenon which can be explained in 
light of the special conditions of our activitg and I ts development, Bern- 
stein's theory is no Iess natural an attempt to group tfrest currents hito a 
era! tbeoretic e ression, an attempt to elaborate its own theomtic con- gens and to b r 2  with xientit millism. ntt is why thc publish4 
expression of Bemsteia's ideas s h d d  k recognhd as a &tom test for 
-ism, and as its first scientific legitimation. 
Opt& at was the result of this test? We have seen the result. Op 
P P"": ism is not in a position to elaborate r positive theory able o with standing criticism. All it can do is to attack various iso a t d  t b e s  of 
I Marxist theo and, just because Mamist doctrine constitutes one soli&y constructed &ce, hoopc by this means to shake the becotire spm, from the top to its foundation. This shows that opportunist practice is cssmtidly irretoncilable with Mamism. But is aIso prows that opportunism is incom atible with S socialism (the soEialist movement) in gcntral, that its iDttrn tendency is to push the labur movanent into bourpis p k b ,  that o portunism m d s  yse completely the prolehim h s  stru Tie h r ,  d d -  z s l o r i d y ,  has evideatl.~ nothing to do wiIff51ekxist d&. For, before Marx md independently from him, therc bave bem Iabor move- ments and various =lalist d d e s ,  each of *&, in its way, was the theomit expitssion, corresponding to the conditions of thc time, of 
struggle of the wotkhg d m  for md@011. The theorg that consjsts 
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in h h  socialism on the moral notion of jujtice, on a struggle against 
t h e d e o f  d j s t r i i  btdd buingit mastrug& against the 
mode of roddon, the conaption of h s  rntqphn aa an antapism 
behsccn $e p and the rich, the cfiort to graft the " C O O ~ Y C  pdn- 
up# m caphbt econom- &u niw notions f m d  in -3 
doctrindrendp adsttd before him.! And thcse theories were, it9 heir 
time, in spite of their i d ~ c g ,  c&aivc thcorieg of the prolctariau 
class gtrugg1e. They were the ~~s mm-league boats, thanks to 
which the proletariat ltarncd to walk u on the s ~ m c  of history. 
But after the d d o p e n t  of the c f  ass struggle and its tdar in ib 
socia1 conditions had fed to the hdonment  of these theories and to 
the dabomtion of $le principle of scimtiftc d s m ,  &ere could be 
no sociaIjsm4 f& m G e ~ p - o u d d c  of Mandst &&m, and 
thm amfd be no adass shg& ontside of the Sacial-I)Lmrxm~~~, 
Fmm then on, and Uandsm, fhe proletarian struggle for a m -  
dp&m and the Sodnl-Dcmacr~rp, were identicaI. l b t  is why &e return 
to pManrist sddst h r i w  no Iongu sigaifits ~y a return to the 
seven-leap bmb of the childhood of the proletariat, but a rtttrrn to the 
puny worn& sIippcra of the bgaoisie, 
Bemstcin's & m y  was the fist, and at the same time, the Iarl attun@ 
to give a theoretic base to oppothmism. Jt is the I&, becaw in Bemsain's 
spun, opportudsm has w c g a a i v c t y  thrwgh its d a t i o n  of 
d t i k  hditttq p i t i d y  through its mmhdling of mey bit of 
theoretic confusion p a s s i b l ~  far os it an. In kmskin's book, op- 
portunism has crowned its theor& deytlopmnt (just as it compIated rts 
p& development in the pasithi hken by Wppd an the @on 
of militarism), and has renched its ultimate conclus~on. 
Mantist doetrinc can not onIy refute op d m  theoretidy, It done 
can explain oppthmh as an historic p g. e n o u t u ~ ~ ~  in the dePefopment 
of the pstty. 'Ihc f a d  m d ~  of the pmbriat, on a world Writ 
d e ,  to its final vittorg is not, indeed, "so simple a thing." The p d h c  
char&er of this movement d d e i  preciscIy in he fact tfrat h a ,  for the 
h s t  time in historg, the popular m a w  t h d v c s ,  in o po~ition to the 
ding classes, we to impose their will, but tflcy must e l cct this outside 
of the pmmt d c t y ,  byond h e  existing society* This will the masses 
an d y  form in a eotlstaat stnrgg1c against the existing order. ?he union 
of the broad popular masses with an aim m d i q  bcywd the existing 
social order, the union of the daily struggle with the great world tramfor- 
mation, that is the task of the Sodd-Democdc mop#llent, which must 
logically grop  on its rand of ddopmmt belwcw tlrc following h a  
rocks: h d o n i q  the mass character of the party or h d o a j n g  its bd 
aim, falling info bourgeois itformism or into d a n i s m ,  marchism or 
"T rhdml. its thcoretic mad, Maixht d d a e  f & 4  more than half E 
centmy ago, arms that are &&ve against lmth of thcsc ma m e .  
movcmmt is P masq mowmeat d beewst the dangers 
not d c d d  from tk h*msn brPin but from drri con- 
M n c  could not sssun us, in ad- and once for 
always, against the madlist md -mhtm~ll 
~ v ~ ~ n f y ~ w e p f ~  O%?- chahdtfiaorVbtk~ 
of ~ h t o d y w i t h t h c h c I p ~ f t t a c a m r j ~ e d u s b p ~  h of ~ ~ c o i s  the u+tocnth rn~~t i tms , '~  ccahug, tush - onward + a b a ~  f m  m ago, w thor 
tbeirstageefFccts~idoncanotha,menm B thio~scemtobcset in 
h i n g  brilliants, ccscasp is the pmdhg Wt; but thep arr dmt-hcd, 
t l q d  thdfcfimaxspdily, and thmsacietg into a 
of nervous e o n  bcforc it ltarns haw to appropriate the fmits o itr 
puiod of feverish gdhnmt. Proletarian ftvolution, w the contrrup, sat& 
as those of the -th century, uiticisc ~ P C S  d y ;  con- 
stantly interrupt hemdvca in their own course; come back to what soa~s 
~ ~ ~ b c e n ~ p I i s h c d , h o r d e r t o ~ a n m ; ~ m w i t h e m e l ~ -  
oughness the half-meorsum, wcakn- and meann- of W first 
attmpts : sean to throw down thdr adversslrp only to mnble hLn to draw 
fmh strength from the earth and spin to rise up a p b t  bbcm in mort 
gigautic staturt; umtmtly recoil in fear before the unde6ncd mamk 
magnitude of thdr own obj-l. 6 d y  that situation b created 
which mders all ~ r e a e  im+1c, and d t i o ~ l s  thunsclve crg out: 
"Hic Rhodw, bic safta!" Hm is the rose. And here we must dance! 
This bas d c d  true mm after the ebbomtion of the doctrine of 
d& socialism. The proletarian movment has not as yet, a l l  at oacc, 
k o m  said-democratic, men in Germany. But it is koming more 
&aldemocratic, surmountin cmhuously the exmmc M o m  of. 
a n a d h n ~  and oppormnlm, Loth'd which ase only dauminiog p h w  
of the ddopment of the W - D m a r q ,  considered as a proms. 
For these r a m s  we must say that the rising tbing h m  is not the 
P p p -  of an opportunist mrmt but%= itr fhleoeu. As img 
as it s h d  itself m isolated c- of the practical activity of tbt 
one d d  suppose thst it M a serious p r d  bow. But ww E t  
has shown its face in Bemskk's h k ,  one can not help evdaim with 
astonishment: 'What? Is that all you have to say?" Not: the shadow of 
an ori 'd thought! Not a singe i& that was not refuted, cmshcd, 
dAin.to d* by M.nLm v r d  denda igo! 
It was enough for oppihmism to speak: out to prove it had nothing to 
smy. In the historg of w paag that is thc only iupmxc of Bemstdn's 
b k  
Thus saying good-bye to the modc of thoufit of the ~cv01utimq p m  
Ietariat, t o d i a l c c t b a n d t o t h c ~ e o M e p t i m o f  bistory,Bemskb 
can tbaak them for thc attenuating c i ~ u m s m ~ ~ ~  they prwide for his 
con~'&on. For d y  dialectics and the mottriplist -on of historg, 
* 
as theg a, d d  makc &mstein ap as an uucoa- 
sa-a histnuncat, cnt, of which e risk14 woddog 
dpsscpp~ i fSmomcntarg  
rLbut which, u p  daxr m g a  
it thKlws aside a p t u u u s l y  and with pride. 
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The outstanding critique of pragmatism, and especially 
of the philosophy of John Dewey, makes this work of par- 
ticular importance to readers interested in American philos- 
ophy. 
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